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ABSTRACT  

This thesis work concerns about the importance of the cast surfaces, surface phenomenon such as 
the formation of the oscillation marks and exudation and related defects including cracks and 
segregation that happened during the continuous casting. All of the investigated materials were 
collected during the plant trials while an in-depth analysis on these materials was performed at the 
laboratory scale with certain explanations supported by the schematic and theoretical models. The 
work consists on different material classes such as steels and phosphor bronzes with a focus on the 
surface defects and their improvements. 

Metallographic investigation was performed at the surfaces of three steel grades, including Incoloy 
alloy 825, 4HSL64 and 82700. Incoloy alloy 825 solidifies primarily to austenite while other steel 
grades show peritectic reaction/transformation. The samples from Incoloy alloy 825 and 4HSL64 
were taken from the surface of a continuously cast bloom, while 82700 was produced as 
continuously casted slab. Samples were collected from the heat under casting conditions which are 
normally used to produce the corresponding steel grades. Sampling was done at different locations 
across the width of the strand. The microscopic analysis included all of the marks encompassed in 
the slice of the materials with a length of 250 mm along the casting direction. The characteristics 
of the marks were investigated by importing and serially arranging all the micrograph to the 
drafting software, AutoCAD, with high precision. The metallographic study was combined with 
macro/micro examinations of oscillation marks and segregation analysis of Cr, Mn, Mo, Ni and Si 
by microprobe analysis.  

The results showed that OMs have widely different characteristics, such as mark type, pitch, span, 
depth, segregation at the mark bottom and accompanying microstructure. However, the average 
mark pitch and mark span have found to be given by the simple analytical relations. Furthermore, 
the mark pitch can vary considerably even for similar casting conditions, leading to different 
conditions for the marks formation in relation to the mold’s cyclic movement. The variation in the 
observed hook lengths and shape could be attributed to the varied mark pitch. Moreover, the type 
of the marks found to be indistinguishable while looking at the cast surface. Nevertheless, the wider 
marks were deeper. Based upon the observations, a mechanism for the formation of the marks was 
proposed where the direction of the mold movement played an important role to define the mark 
type. The deviation in the characteristics of OMs was ascribed to the unsynchronized mold 
movement and development of the meniscus. The mechanism also explained the formation of the 
observed defects such as cracks and segregation at the bottom of the marks.  

However, for the case of peritectic steel grades, the formation of the defects were found to be less 
relevant to the formation of the oscillation marks. The role and mode of the peritectic 
reaction/transformation is found to be dependent on the composition of the alloy, resulting in 
different types of surface cracks. The effect of the local variation in the cooling rate on the 
formation of the different types of cracks present in each steel grade, such as is due to the formation 
of the oscillation marks, is demonstrated. The enhanced severity of the surface and internal 
oxidation, both of which dependent on the alloy composition and consequent peritectic reaction, is 
highlighted. Experimental and theoretical studies show that different types of surface cracks can 
occur in peritectic steels depending upon the alloy composition and cooling rate, both of which 



 
 

define the fraction of the remaining liquid upon completion of the peritectic 
reaction/transformation. Possible solutions for minimizing the observed defects by optimizing the 
mold conditions are suggested. 

Alloys with tin content 2-8 wt-% were casted during plant trials of the vertical thin strip 
continuously cast phosphor bronzes. Surface investigation of the obtained samples showed that the 
formation of oscillation mark did not affect the cast negatively. Instead, the spread of the tin rich 
liquid at the chill surface caused by the formation of flow channels underneath the chill surface 
found to cause the sticking of the casting to the mold walls. The severity of the exudation of the 
liquid increased with the increase in the tin content. Precipitation of the secondary phases has also 
been observed under some casting conditions. The macro segregation profile along the 
solidification thickness predicts a strong casting parameter sensitive inverse segregation. The 
simulation results show high compressive stresses at the surface of the cast during solidification. 
The observed flow channels and calculated thermal stresses shows the possibility of the pressure 
driven flow of tin rich liquid towards the chill surface during solidification. It is suggested to cast 
phosphor bronzes with increased liquid pool depth which eventually reduces the temperature 
gradients along the casting direction, thus the spread of the exudate layer. 

In order to facilitate the theoretical analysis which could be capable of explaining the suggested 
phenomenon in the thesis for steel and phosphor bronzes, a reduced model is developed which 
required lesser computational resources with lesser convergence problems. The comparison of the 
reduced and full model showed a reasonable agreement. The model calculates the phase change 
interfaces during the solidification explicitly with stable gradient which unlike the full problem are 
very useful for further computations. The model is further extended to compute the 
macrosegregation profile. Systematic asymptotic analysis of the steady-state two-dimensional 
mass, momentum, heat and solute conservation equations in terms of the shrinkage parameter 
indicates that the overall problem can be reduced to a hierarchy of decoupled problems: a leading-
order problem that is non-linear, and a sequence of linear problems, with the actual 
macrosegregation of the solute then being determined by means of one-dimensional quadrature. 

  



 
 

SAMMANFATTNING  

Denna avhandling handlar om vikten av gjutytor, ytfenomen såsom bildning av oscillationsmärken 
och exudation, samt relaterade defekter inklusive sprickor och segringar, som förekommer vid 
stränggjutning. Alla de undersökta materialen samlades under mätkampanjer, medan en fördjupad 
analys av dessa material utfördes på laboratorieskala med förklaringar som stöds av schematiska 
och teoretiska modeller. Arbetet består i olika materialklasser såsom stål och fosforbrons med fokus 
på ytdefekter. 

Metallografisk undersökning utfördes på ytorna av tre stålsorter, inklusive Incoloy legering 825, 
4HSL64 och 82700. Incoloy legering 825 stelnar främst till austenit, medan andra stålsorter visar 
peritektisk reaktion/omvandling. Proverna från Incoloy legering 825 och 4HSL64 togs från ytan 
av ett kontinuerligt gjutet bloom, medan 82700 tillverkades som kontinuerligt gjuten platta. Prover 
uppsamlades under gjutbetingelser som normalt används för att framställa de motsvarande 
stålsorterna. Provtagning gjordes vid olika platser över hela bredden på strängen. Den 
mikroskopiska analysen omfattade alla märken i en del av materialet med längd 250 mm längs 
gjutriktningen. Egenskaperna hos oscillationsmärken undersöktes genom att importera alla 
mikrografier till programvara, AutoCAD, med hög precision. Den metallografiska undersökningen 
kombinerades med makro/mikro undersökningar av oscillationsmärken och segringsanalys av Cr, 
Mn, Mo, Ni och Si genom mikrosondanalys. 

Resultaten visade att oscillationsmärken har vitt skilda egenskaper, såsom märkestyp, mellanrum, 
span, djup, segring och åtföljande mikrostruktur. Däremot ges de genomsnittliga mellanrummen 
och spanen av enkla analytiska relationer. Dessutom kan avståndet mellan märkena variera 
avsevärt även för liknande gjutförhållanden, vilket leder till olika betingelser för märkesbildning i 
förhållande till formens periodiska rörelse. Variationen i de observerade kroklängder och formen 
kunde tillskrivas det varierande mellanrummet. Dessutom var det omöjligt att urskilja olika typer 
av märken bara från utseendet på gjutytan. Ändå var de bredare märkena djupare. Baserat på 
observationerna föreslogs en mekanism för bildandet av märkena där riktningen av formrörelsen 
spelar en viktig roll för att definiera märkestypen. Avvikelsen i egenskaperna hos 
oscillationsmärken tillskrevs den osynkroniserade kokillrörelsen och utvecklingen av menisken. 
Mekanismen förklarade också bildandet av de observerade defekter som sprickor och segring. 

Men i fallet med peritektiska stålsorter, var defektbildning mindre relaterad till 
oscillationsmärkena. Rollen av den peritektisk reaktion/transformation visar sig vara beroende av 
sammansättningen av legeringen, vilket resulterar i olika typer av ytsprickor. Effekten av den 
lokala variationen i kylhastigheten på sprickbildning som förekommer i varje stålsort, såsom är på 
grund av bildning av oscillationsmärken, demonstreras. Den högre sannolikheten av yt- och inre 
oxidation, vilka båda är beroende av legeringsammansättning och åtföljande peritektisk reaktion, 
tas upp. Experimentella och teoretiska studier visar att olika typer av ytsprickor kan förekomma i 
peritektiska stål beroende på legeringsammansättning och svalningshastighet, som båda definierar 
den del av den kvarvarande smältfasen efter slutet av peritektisk reaktion/omvandling. Möjliga 
lösningar för att minimera de observerade brister genom att optimera kokillförhållanden föreslås. 

 



 
 

Fosforbronslegeringar med tenn innehåll 2-8 vikt-% stränggjöts under en mätkampanj. 
Ytundersökning av de erhållna proverna visade att bildningen av oscillationsmärke inte har någon 
negativ påverkan. Istället visat det att spridningen av tennrika smälta vid kylytan som orsakas av 
bildandet av flödeskanaler nedanför kylytan orsakar i sin tur vidhäftning av gjutgodset till 
kokillväggarna. Graden på exudation av smältfasen ökade med ökningen av tenninnehållet. 
Utfällning av sekundära faser har också observerats under vissa gjutförhållanden. 
Makrosegringsprofil längs steltjockleken förutspår inverssegring som är starkt beroende på 
gjutparameterna. Simuleringsresultaten visar höga tryckspänningar vid ytan under stelning. De 
observerade flödeskanaler och beräknade termiska spänningar visar möjligheten att trycket driver 
flödet av den tennrika smältan mot kylytan under stelning. Det föreslås att gjuta fosforbrons med 
ökad stelningslängd, så att temperaturgradienter längs gjutriktningen minskas, och därmed sprids 
det exuderade skiktet. 

För att underlätta den teoretiska analysen som kan förklara det föreslagna fenomenet i 
avhandlingen för stål och fosforbrons, har en reducerad modell utvecklats som kräver mindre 
beräkningsresurser och inter lider av konvergensproblem. Jämförelsen av den reducerade och fulla 
modellen visar rimlig överensstämmelse. Modellen beräknar fasförändringens gränssnitt under 
stelning på ett explicit sätt och med stabila temperaturgradienter, till skillnad från det icke-
reducerade problemet, och är mycket lämpad till ytterligare beräkningar. Modellen är vidare 
utvidgad till att beräkna den macrosegringsprofilen. Systematisk asymptotisk analys av steady-
state tvådimensionella ekvationer som beskriver konservation av massa, momentum, värme och 
koncentration med hjälp av en krympningparameter visar att det övergripande problemet kan 
reduceras till en hierarki av frikopplade problem: en ledande ordnings problem som är icke-linjär, 
och en sekvens av linjära problem, med den faktiska macrosegregation av det lösta ämnet därefter 
bestäms med hjälp av en endimensionell kvadratur. 
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Chapter 1    Overview                                                    

1.1 Introduction 

Continuous casting is one of the most productive, efficient and widely used techniques for 
transforming a bulk of molten metal into solid. The process is a sophisticated way of transforming 
a large volume of metal into the semi-finished standardized form of products for subsequent 
processing. The distinction and usefulness of the process is the high yield with better quality 
control, automation and homogeneous near net shape products. It is also one of the most cost and 
energy efficient solutions for mass producing semi-finished products. More than 90 % of the world 
need for metal is met by continuous casting1. The process is dominated by, but not limited to, the 
production of different steel grades. 

In the process of continuous casting molten metal is continuously teemed into the water cooled 
mold of the desired profile, while at the same time it is withdrawal from the bottom of the mold. 
The temperature of melt next to the mold wall eventually falls below the solidus temperature and 
a thin solid shell starts to form around the melt. Shell thickening occurs as it moves through the 
mold length, and at the exit of the mold the shell reaches to a level which is sufficient to bear the 
metallostatic head.  

Although the idea to cast continuously was tossed around over 150 years ago (1858) by Bessemer, 
the foundation of the modern continuous casting of steel was not laid until 1930s. One of the 
technical difficulties was the sticking of the initially solidified shell to the mold, which caused 
breakouts. In 1934, Junghans overcame this problem and suggested a vertically oscillating mold 
instead of a fixed mold. The sticking effect is avoided by the relative motion of the mold wall and 
solid shell especially during the “negative strip period (NSP)” where the mold travels downward 
faster than the steel shell. However, the mold oscillation is a compromise to attain a stable casting 
since the sinusoidal movement of the mold produces sequential depressions at the strand surface 
during the very early stage of the solidification. A depression is formed with each mold oscillation 
cycle and runs around the strand perimeter. These depressions are referred to as “Oscillation mark 
(OM)”. There is little doubt that OMs affect the product surface negatively. Many theories have 
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been suggested to explain the occurrence and formation mechanism of the OM; however, as yet, 
the phenomenon is not fully understood.         

Of greater significance with respect to the present doctoral work is the early stage of solidification 
close to the meniscus region during continuous casting. It defines the surface appearance of the 
cast and due to the extreme cooling conditions it increases the propensity for surface defects. One 
of the defects that has drawn most of the attention from scientific community is the formation of 
the transverse surface cracks. Sometimes surface cracks during continuous casting are linked to the 
OM as the deeper OM alters the heat transfer from the melt locally and results in the crack 
formation that may originate at the root of the depressions. Elemental segregation is often observed 
at the bottom of the OM and often attributed to the formation of the OM. Severe segregation under 
OM can cause the material to crack due to the local hardness during bending or under external load, 
such as that due to straightening rollers. However, the damage caused by the surface and sub-
surface segregation to the product depends upon the application. For products with a finished 
surface requirement, even a small segregation can cause undesired colorful patches.        

The peritectic steels, in addition to OM formation during the early stage of solidification, are more 
susceptible to the cracking owing to the peritectic reaction and transformation where BCC iron 
(delta-ferrite) transforms to FCC iron (austenite) at high temperature. Peritectic phenomena are 
accompanied by volume shrinkage which can strain the solidifying shell. Hot ductility tests 
performed within the peritectic temperature range show that the material fracture is almost 
perfectly brittle. Thus, a small amount of strain is sufficient to initiate the crack formation and/or 
propagation in the material at the early stage of casting.  

At the industrial scale the most important parameters for the casting are the stable flexible casting 
conditions and clean casting with the composition within the acceptable alloying limits. Another 
important parameter is the productivity. Vertical thin strip continuous casting is almost 7 times 
more productive than horizontal casting. Also, the casting in thin section reduces the need for the 
excessive metal forming without compromising the yield strength and other required properties. 
However, the conditions for vertical thin strip casting are very sensitive due to the high 
solidification rates. The thin section and fast cooling causes excessive thermal stresses, 
microsegregation and formation of pores and porosity. This will cause the casting to crack and 
make casting impossible in extreme conditions. The required conditions need a well-optimized 
power extraction through the mold walls, mold taper and casting speed limitations depending upon 
the alloying composition. The optimization of the liquid pool depth is mandatory in order to make 
sure the casting does not leave the mold with certain fraction of melt. 

In vertical thin strip continuous casting, alloys with relatively low amount of alloying elements 
might be easier to cast as compared to high alloy castings. The addition of the elements causes a 
longer two-phase region and other undesired phenomena, especially in complex Cu-Sn alloys. One 
of the potential hazards is the re-melting or remains of the tin-rich liquid in the interdendritic 
regions due to lower melting point of tin. The lower melting point tin-rich interdendritic melt can 
be forced to leak out towards the cast surface, a phenomenon known as “Exudation” . The exudate 
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can stick to the mold wall and weld the strand with the mold upon further cooling. This will cause 
the breakout in the casting and make it impossible to attain stable conditions. 

At a glance it appears that there is an intimate link between early stages of solidification including 
the formation of OM and major surface defects. In light of the mentioned technical difficulties 
which have the potential to affect the production and product quality, and in adverse cases impair 
the continuous casting process, the initial stage of solidification is of foremost importance and 
needs a more in-depth and better understanding. 

1.2 Aim of the present research    

The present work is performed as an investigation and analysis of the outcomes of plant trials.   The 
first part of the work includes the study of the OM characteristics and related defects formed during 
the continuous casting of steel blooms. The goal of the project was to improve the understanding 
of the OM formation at the cast surface during the continuous casting of different steels grades and 
to minimize the OM-related defects, so as to reduce production cost. To achieve this goal, cast 
surfaces of three steel grades were studied where samples were collected from two different plants 
namely Sandvik Material Technology (SMT) and SSAB Special Steels Oxelösund. The second 
part of the work is related to the thin strip continuous casting of high alloyed bronzes and to 
understand the exudation behavior of the alloy in the mold. An attempt is made to develop a 
mathematical model to provide an explanation of the observed phenomenon. 

1.3 Continuous casting 

Continuous casting, as name states, is to cast a metal or alloy continuously. The process features a 
continuous pouring of the liquid metal at a certain temperature above the liquidus into the heart of 
the caster which is a vertical oscillatory chilled copper mold. The melt starts to solidify during 
passage through the chilled mold and a solid shell starts to form. The shell is drawn at a constant 
rate at the bottom of the mold which is referred as casting velocity or casting rate. Normal casting 
velocity ranges between 0.7 – 8 m/min. The process is normally adopted according to the profile 
and material to be cast. In the case of the casting of non-ferrous thin sections a preferred and more 
productive technique of vertical thin strip casting is used. 

1.3.1 Steel caster  

Typical to steel casting, the partly solidified profile at the bottom of the mold enters into the 
secondary cooling zone where water is sprayed directly over the surface. In order to avoid bulging 
of the thin solid shell due to the high density melt inside the shell, it is normally supported by 
rollers. The solid/liquid front moves towards the center of the strand because of the continuous heat 
extraction. The strand is cut into appropriate sizes to ease the handling once the solid/liquid fronts 
meet at the center and the cast has solidified completely.  
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The length along the caster that is required for the section to solidify completely, referred to as the 
metallurgical length, normally ranges between 16 – 22 m. Metal melt to the mold is normally 
supplied from a ladle via a tundish down into the chilled mold. 

 

Figure 1 - Schematic of the typical process of the continuous casting for large steel sections. 

1.3.2 Thin strip caster 

Unlike steel casting, in a thin strip caster for copper-based alloys, a thin section normally solidifies 
completely within the mold, so as to achieve well-controlled material properties. The melt transfer 
to the mold from the furnace is normally done without the involvement of the ladle; rather, the melt 
flows directly from the furnace to the tundish. The flow is controlled by the tilting of the furnace 
or by applying pressure using inert gas at the free surface of the melt inside the furnace. Further 
the caster has relatively shorter vertical secondary cooling zone. The solid strand is then bent to 
change the moving direction from vertical to horizontal. The strand of the malleable copper alloys 
can be coiled for storage purposes. No mold flux is used during the casting; instead, the lubrication 
is provided by a graphite plate held against the mold hot face. 

 

Figure 2 - Schematic of the thin strip casting for Cu alloys. 
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1.4   Oscillation marks (OMs) 

The surface of the continuously cast strand is normally observed as a corrugated shape which is 
the result of the serial depressions produced by the mold’s vertical up and down cyclic movement 
and the constant downward linear motion of the strand. The depressions are referred to as 
oscillation marks (OM), named due to the mold’s mode of motion. The mold movement is 
necessary to avoid the sticking of the cast to the mold wall.  

Oscillation marks affect the surface quality of the cast significantly, especially for steels,2 ,3,4. The 
marks can be accompanied by subsurface segregation and cracks3,5. However, marks at the surface 
of thin strip casting do not cause severe problems, since these are normally shallower and can be 
milled or rolled without any difficulty.  

     

Figure 3 - Typical observed oscillation marks during continuous casting at the surface of; a) steel bloom b) 
thin strip Cu8Sn. 

The proper term “OM” is defined normally after considering the microstructure underneath the 
depressions. Initially solidified subsurface microstructure in continuous casting features the 
presence or absence of a curved weld plane, termed as hook6, in addition to the composition and 
cooling rate dependent dendritic solidification. Figure 4 shows the possible subsurface 
microstructures that accompany oscillation mark depressions for Incoloy 825. 

     

Figure 4 - Microstructure underneath a depression at the surface of strand; a) with weld plane (hook); b) 
without weld plane (fold). 

Weld plan (Hook)250 µm 250 µm OM depression (Fold) 

a b 
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1.4.1 Theories of OM formation 

Over the years, various conflicting mechanisms have been suggested to explain the formation of 
the OM and subsequent microstructural evolution. The theories can be categories as follows:  

Discontinuous shell growth- Shell rupture and healing: According to Savage et al.,7 the upper edge 
of the initially solidified shell sticks to the mold wall while the upward movement of the mold 
during the positive strip period pulls the tip of the brittle shell. The tensile forces cause the shell to 
rupture. A gap is created between broken shell tip and downward moving strand and results in the 
formation of a “secondary meniscus”. During the negative strip period, the broken parts weld back 
together while forming the subsequent subsurface hook. A schematic of the suggested mechanism 
is drawn in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5 - Formation of OM at the cast surface during continuous casting. The uplifting of the shell tip by 
mold’s upward movement and weld-back during negative strip period (left to right)7-9. 

Shell bending and overflow- Mechanical and/or thermal distortion of shell tip:  This implies that 
the shell bends due to the mold movement, which is responsible for forces and thermal variations 
in the meniscus region6,3,10. One of the main features for such a mechanism is to explain both 
overflow and fold types OMs. Depending upon the positive or negative pressure exerted by the 
mold, the shell tip can bend inward or outward. In such mechanisms, the formation and presence 
of slag rim plays an important role. The slag rim narrows the depth of the flow channel between 
mold and strand, while giving rise to considerable difference in liquid slag infiltration and 
consequent applied pressures during the mold cycle.   

Meniscus freezing and overflow – Extent of solidification along free surface of melt: As it stands 
today, this proposed mechanism for the formation of oscillation marks is widely accepted in the 
scientific community. Based upon their work, Saucedo et al.11,12 suggested that the oscillation 
marks are formed because of solidification along the meniscus. The melt then overflows the curved 
frozen meniscus and results in the formation of overflow-type oscillation marks. However, if the 
frozen meniscus is bent back towards the mold due to the metallostatic pressure, a folding mark 
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will be formed.   

 

Figure 6 - Oscillation mark formation mechanism suggested by Emi et al6. Shell tip bends away and towards 
the mold depending upon the mold direction of motion. Slag rim enhances the pressure variation by 
controlling the width of the flow channel. 

In 1984, Takeuchi and Brimacombe13 made the first attempt to model the meniscus region of 
continuous casting and showed the possibility of the meniscus freezing. The authors attributed the 
formation of the different types of the marks with the variations of the pressure in the liquid slag 
channels and the strength of the solid skin formed at the free surface of the liquid.       

 

Figure 7 - Schematic representation of the formation of an oscillation mark with subsurface hooks13. 

Later on  Sengupta et al.14 performed a microscopic study supported by microprobe analysis of 
the oscillation mark region and showed the possibility that the subsurface hook is the result of the 
frozen meniscus. Fredriksson and Elfsberg15 highlighted the role of the surface tension in the 
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formation of the oscillation marks and suggested that the type of the mark is defined by the 
development of the meniscus, which is thus defined by a capillary constant, and the relative 
motion of the mold. 

1.4.2 Effect of casting parameters on OM       

An enormous amount of work has been done in order to identify the effect of casting parameters 
on the cast surface, oscillations marks and surface defects related to the oscillation marks16-21. The 
authors concluded that an oscillation mark is the plane of the weakness and the depth of the marks 
has to be minimized. The findings clearly indicate that the high mold frequency and short stroke 
length results in shallower oscillation marks and a less defective and uniform cast surface.  

The formation of the oscillation marks is influenced or somehow defined by the mold oscillation 
parameters and the linear movement of the strand. Figure 8 shows the expected dimension for the 
mark with the defined casting parameters in Table 1. However, this information is not sufficient to 
estimate the depth of the marks.  

The following relations can be used to find the marked dimensions in Figure 8. 

 �� = 2��� cos�2��� (1) 

 � =  ������  (2) 

Negative strip period: 

 �� = 1
�� cos�� ��������� � (3) 

 �� =  �� �� (4) 

 

 

Table 1 - Casting parameters for Figure 8 

 
 
 

Parameters Values 
Mold frequency (f) 176 cycles/min 

Stroke (s) ± 2 mm 

Casting speed (Vcast) 0.8 m/min 

Figure 8 - Characteristics of the oscillation marks in relation to the relative motion of the casting strand and 
mold. The marked dimensions are related to the expected average measurement of the formed marks. 
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where 
Vcast  = Casting speed 
Vm  = Mold velocity 
s  = Stroke length 
f  = Mold oscillation frequency, 1/min 
t  = Time in min 
l  = Mark pitch 
tN   =  Negative strip period 
lN   = Mark span 

1.5 Peritectic reaction and transformation 

In a peritectic reaction a liquid phase reacts with a primary precipitated solid phase and forms a 
new secondary phase. The secondary process which follows after peritectic reaction, when the 
primary phase is transformed into secondary phase, is termed as peritectic transformation. In steels, 
primarily precipitated delta-ferrite (δ) reacts with the melt to form austenite (γ), which then grows 
laterally towards the melt, and delta-ferrite simultaneously22-25. 

Steels that undergo peritectic reaction/transformation are particularly susceptible to cracking due 
to additional strains and volume changes that result because of the solid state transformations26-31. 
The continuous casting of peritectic steels is complex since a small amount of tensile strain is 
sufficient to cause hot cracking of the material, which is purely brittle at the elevated temperature32-

36. 

1.6 Surface segregation 

Surface quality of the cast during direct-chill (DC) or continuous casting is reduced by a segregated 
layer which is observed next to the normal chill face of the strand37,38, as shown in Figure 9. The 
formation of the layer is caused by the exudation of the interdendritic liquid. The layer is normally 
highly segregated (negative/positive) and classified as macrosegregation. Higher degree of 
segregation suggests the possibility for the exudation to occur during the later stages of the 
solidification, since the concentration of the solute elements is related to the solid fraction and 
solubility difference in the solid and liquid phases. The layer is believed to be caused by the flow 
of the interdendritic liquid through a partly solidified and re-melting shell close to the mold wall39. 
Further, the flow of the liquid is driven by the metallostatic head. An additional factor attributed to 
ease the flow is the formation of the air gap between the contracting shell because of the cooling 
and the chill mold. The problem of interdendritic liquid exudation worsens with higher alloying 
contents that increase the extent of the two-phase region for the alloy during solidification. 
Thereby, exudation can be a real problem while casting high tin (4-8%) phosphor bronzes (Cu-Sn-
P). 

Another surface-related segregation is caused by the shrinkage-driven flow during the 
solidification40-43. This type of the macrosegregation is referred to as inverse segregation. The 
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inverse segregation results as the newly frozen higher density solid shrinks and solute-rich 
interdendritic melts flows toward the lower temperature zone to compensate the lost volume. 
Macrosegregation caused by exudation and inverse segregation can occur simultaneously. The 
negative segregation caused by the exudation in the solute-depleted zone is much more severe than 
the positive segregation resulting from the solidification shrinkage. 

 

Figure 9 - Layer of segregated exudate observed next to the normal strand chill face for Cu5Sn. 

As far as the surface quality of the cast is concerned, surface segregation is dealt with by removing 
the segregated layer, which could result in the production loss. However, during the casting of high 
tin phosphor bronzes, problematic consequences arise as the highly segregated lower melting-point 
exudate sticks to the mold wall and results in the casting breakouts. So, as a first step to make it 
possible to cast such alloys, surface exudation has to be addressed on a priority basis. The need to 
include segregation caused by solidification shrinkage arises in order to calculate the composition 
of the exudation layer. Numerous attempts have been made in order to quantify the surface 
segregations based upon the mathematical modelling which includes enormous computational 
efforts and resources39,42,44. 

1.7 Surface oxidation 

The surface oxidation of the strand outside the mold is an inevitable phenomenon. An oxide skin 
forms on the surface of the strand due to the prolonged exposure of the surface to atmosphere at 
higher temperatures. Oxidation can extend beneath the surface along the grain boundaries and can 
cause cracks to grow inside the material45. The brittle oxidation layer at the grain boundary is highly 
prone to surface and subsurface crack initiation46 during rolling or further deformation. The 
formation of the scale skin and its internal surface morphology depends on the contour of the cast 
surface. The notch at the initiation of the grain boundary at the cast chill surface provides a pocket 
for oxidation and then promotes the intrusion of the oxidation into the material (Figure 10). The 
surface oxidation at the cavity results in the formation of a wedge-shaped surface crack filled with 
oxides. The penetration of the oxide layer inside the material can be attributed to stress-accelerated 
grain boundary oxidation47. The coherent layer of the compound makes it impossible for the 
material to weld back at higher temperature during the formation and nucleation of cracks. 
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Figure 10 - Propagation of the oxide skin from the surface notch along the grain boundary.
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Chapter 2    Methodology 

2.1 Solidification of steel surfaces 

Owing to the one of the major potential cause of the failure, oscillation mark formation and 
characteristics have to be understood more deeply. The formation mechanism then can explain the 
reasons for the cracking and related segregation. To the best of the author’s knowledge, the work 
as it stands today is sufficient neither to fully explain the oscillation mark formation mechanism, 
nor the related defects such as microsegregation and cracks that are usually observe at the bottom 
of the oscillation mark depressions. 

In an attempt to fully understand the underlying problem, an extensive microscopic investigation, 
aided by compositional analysis, modelling and simulation is required. Due to the cyclic nature of 
the process, sequential investigation of the each marks is compulsory since microstructure of the 
marks represent the casting condition it was exposed to during the formation. Moreover, the 
characteristics of the marks can vary significantly. Since the formation of the marks occurs at or 
close to the meniscus region, variations in the marks can be expected as the heat transfer close to 
the meniscus due to the level fluctuation, extraction of melt superheat, turbulent flow and some 
other factors is highly prone to large changes. The results will then be analyzed in order to see the 
possible relation of the mark characteristics and defects with the operating conditions. 

Most of the defects occurring during continuous casting are related to the casting conditions and 
material behavior2,4. Continuous research has made it possible to reduce or completely eliminate 
such defects by optimizing mold frequency and stroke and with the implementation of the better 
level control and an appropriate selection of the mold flux. However, the formation of the cracks 
due to the solid state transformations such as peritectic reaction/transformation still need to be 
addressed. These cracks could be subsurface, which are difficult to detect and can result in the 
eventual rejection of the material. Such cracks are sensitive to the material composition and the 
relation of the resulting strain due to the peritectic reaction/transformation to the corresponding 
temperature. For such studies, a detailed microscopic investigation of the cast surface which also 
includes oscillation marks, coupled with the simulation and modelling of the strains that arise due 
to the peritectic reaction/transformation, was necessary.   
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2.2 Exudation during casting of phosphor bronzes 

In order to control the surface interaction of the thin strip cast phosphor bronzes with the mold, the 
exudate layer that result under different casting conditions and material composition has to be 
investigated. As stated the exudation is believed to be driven by the metallostatic head. Thus, the 
parameters which control the key factor for exudation, i.e. the liquid pool depth, should be 
analyzed, as well as their effect on the final casting. The exudation occurs before the complete 
solidification of the surface or while the two-phase region at the surface is in contact with the mold 
wall. An additional factor that has not been given sufficient attention is the possible role of the 
thermal stresses to drive the interdendritic liquid towards the surface.  

 

Figure 11 - Effect of solidification shrinkage and thermal strain on the composition of the mushy zone. 

During solidification, the solubility difference of solute in the corresponding phases causes the 
enrichment of the remaining melt. Depending upon the diffusion of the solute elements into the 
solid, the composition of the solid could have a spatial dependence in the already formed solid or 
have a uniform composition. In Figure 11 the schematic shows a solidification front moving over 
the time from t1 to t2 upward. However, the increment in the position of the front depends upon the 
volume change caused by solidification shrinkage (β) and thermal strain (ε).  

The shrinkage coefficient is defined as; 

� = ����  

For β > 0, the volumetric shrinkage will be compensated by the flow of the bulk liquid. Depending 
upon the magnitude and type of the stresses, which could be either compressive or tensile, the 
additional enriched liquid will enter or leave the volume. The additional flow could have the 
tendency to shift the composition profile of the solid or cause it to flow outside the chill surface. 
Thus to fully resolve the problem of exudation that occurs during the casting of phosphor bronzes, 
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the possible role of the thermal stress has to be investigated by simulation and modelling, including 
the effect of solidification shrinkage-driven segregation, in addition to the experimental 
investigation of the materials produced during plant trials. However, as this is one of the first 
attempts to include such flows together, the model has to be developed in steps. 

2.3 Reduced modelling 

Many models based on the numerical simulations exit that required large computational efforts and 
resources in order to addresses a complex process of solidification during continuous casting. 
Often, however, little attention is paid to the size of terms that are being simulated. By doing so, 
which can be done by non-dimensionalizing the governing equations, it is possible to obtain 
a simpler formulation  which is numerically much cheaper to compute, yet does not sacrifice any 
of the physics that was present in the original problem; in addition, the results should agree also 
quantitatively with those of the original model equations.  Nevertheless, to develop such 
approaches required a huge effort to fully understand the process and to develop solution 
algorithms. The benefits of such modelling techniques is to attain a solution which is close enough 
to replace the original complex problem with lesser computational resources and time. 

Formation of the oscillation marks and exudation is related to the surface of the continuous casting 
and to the initial stage of the solidification that occurs within the mold length. This points toward 
a thin solid shell that forms next to the mold wall, hence a slender geometry. For such geometries, 
heat flow normally dominates through the smallest dimension, i.e. thickness of the solid shell, and 
the problem can be treated as one-dimensional time-dependent heat transfer. The solidifying shell 
with small thickness can be treated as a thin plate which provokes the condition of plane strain 
approximation, especially at the middle of the strand.    

After initial pioneering work by Flemings and co-workers40,41, wherein simple analytical solutions 
were obtained, there has developed a substantial body of modelling work on macrosegregation in 
one-dimensional transient solidification , which is of relevance to steady-state continuous or direct 
chill casting processes. For the modelling of macrosegregation in continuous or direct chill casting, 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is often used39,44. 

By contrast, here we develop an asymptotic framework for the case of continuous or direct chill 
casting when macrosegregation is driven by solidification shrinkage. A small contribution of the 
flow due to the density difference between solid and liquid phases indicate the possibility to solve 
for perturbation in the flow instead of computing a complex CFD problem. The simplified less 
time-consuming approach could also provide the basis to investigate some of the newly suggested 
phenomena, such as the effect of thermal stresses on exudation, which seem difficult to model with 
the current simulation techniques.



 

 
 

Chapter 3    Experimental and Model Description 

3.1 Steels 

3.1.1 Material 

Three different steel grades were investigated; the description, composition and the casting 
conditions are given below. 

Incoloy 825 

A commercial nickel based alloy “Incoloy 825” produced by Sandvik Materials Technology (SMT) 
was used in two heats. The chemical analysis of this alloy is tabulated in Table 2. Incoloy 825 
solidifies to austenite with the formation of large austenitic grain boundaries next to the chill mold 
wall.   

Table 2 - Composition (wt-%) of the heats used for the experimentation. 

Heat Ni P Cr Mo Cu Ti C Mn S Si Al 

1 38.5 0.025 20 2.5 1.5 0.7 0.05 0.8 0.015 0.5 0.1 

2 39.5 0.021 20.5 2.71 1.3 0.6 0.03 0.84 0.01 0.3 0.1 

4HSL64 (Rock steel) 

Rock steel solidifies to ferrite followed by peritectic reaction. The material investigated was 
produced by Sandvik Materials Technology (SMT). 

Table 3 - Composition of the Rock steel 

C Si Mn S P N Cr Ni Mo 

0.231 0.30 0.67 0.021 0.005 0.01 1.28 2.88 0.24 
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82700 

Steel 82700 was produced by SSAB Special Steels Oxelösund. The composition of the grade 
shown in Table 4 indicates a near-peritectic steel. 

Table 4 - Composition of the SSAB’s 82700 steel grade 

C Si Mn Ti V Al 

0.16 0.43 1.52 0.01 0.06 0.03 

3.1.2 Sampling and analysis techniques 

Plant trials were performed on heats from two different companies. The casts from SMT were 
blooms with a rectangular section of 265 x 365 mm, while samples from slabs with cross-sections 
of 290 x 1680 mm were obtained from SSAB. The mold from which the samples were taken, from 
SMT, was a curved wall with chromium coating, oscillating in sinusoidal mode with constant 
stroke, with melt inlet through a submerged entry nozzle; the samples from SSAB were taken from 
a mold with straight chromium-coated wall, oscillating in sinusoidal mode with fixed stroke. The 
casting conditions and material compositions are given in Table 5. 

 

Figure 12 - Schematic showing the positions and specimen preparation. (tc = thickness of the cutting disc). 
All dimensions in mm. 

Samples having a length of 250 mm and a cross section of 10 X 10 mm were cut mechanically 
from the narrow face of the strand in order to avoid the possible effect of soft reduction and 
distortion in the as-cast outer contour of the chill surface. The oil and oxidized surface layer on the 
etched and un-etched surfaces of samples were first removed by a wire metal brush to reveal the 
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existing cast surface. The specimens were ground and polished by standard surface finish for 
micro-examinations. 

Table 5 - Casting conditions for the studied heats 

Parameters Incoloy 825 4HSL64 82700 
Mold frequency (f) 173 cycles/min 176 cycles/min 95 cycles/min 

Stroke (s) ± 2 mm ± 2 mm ± 2.9 mm 

Casting Speed (v) v = 0.75 m min-1 0.8 m/min 0.78 m/min 

  
The specimens from austenitic steel were then micro-etched with a solution of V20 
(4HCL:1HNO3:5H2O) at 70°C for 15 seconds whilst peritectic steels grades were etched with 4-9 
g picric acid in 100 ml of H2O. These were then cleaned in an ultrasonic cleaner by placement in 
a solution of (3ml) HCl, (50ml) water and (4ml) 2 Butyne-1 diol, followed by a light polishing for 
20 seconds.  

The subsurface microstructure was photographed continuously through the entire length of the 
collected samples. The images were exported to-scale to a drafting software AutoCAD, and the 
OMs’ surface and subsurface geometrical features were analyzed. The elemental analysis was 
performed using energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) method with JEOL scanning 
electron microscope. Some of the samples from Incoloy 825 and 4HSL64 were selected for surface 

mapping of the microsegregation by using microprobe analysis with a resolution of 1 µm × 1 µm. 
In order to investigate the extent of the crack into the material, samples from grade 82700 were 
quenched in liquid nitrogen and hammered to fracture. 

3.2 Phosphor Bronzes 

3.2.1 Material 

Samples were collected during the plant trials performed at Aurubis Gmbh. The list and 
composition of the cast commercial alloys are given in Table 6. The details of the trace elements 
for Cu-Sn system are given in Table 7. The composition analyses of the melt shows a variation of 
up to 2000 ppm/0.2 wt% for the alloys > 4 wt-% Sn. 

Table 6 - Phosphor bronze with wt-% Sn 

Serial No. Sn (wt %) Description 

Cu0.8Sn 0.8 Sn addition by wire feeding in the ladle. 
Cu2Sn 1.88 Sn addition by wire feeding in the ladle. 

Cu4Sn 4 Thick graphite plate of 7 mm. 

Cu5Sn 5.5 Thin graphite sheet of 2 mm. 

Cu6Sn 6 Casting speed = 1 – 1.15 X Vcast 

Cu8Sn 8 Casting speed = 1 – 1.3 X Vcast 
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Table 7 - Trace elements for the alloys listed in Table 6. 

Fe Zn Cr Ag Te Pb Al Mn Cd 

0.0025 0.0006 0.0002 0.0018 0.0007 0.0015 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 

3.2.2 Sampling and analysis techniques 

The casting starts at low speed and can be ramped up with the opening of the pouring nozzles. Even 
with a very well controlled feeder and pouring system, the casting speed fluctuates, as can be seen 
from the measurement shown in Figure 13 for Cu6Sn. Samples were taken close to the stable 
casting conditions and at the maximum casting speed. 

 

Figure 13 - Casting speed fluctuations during thin strip continuous casting of Cu-6Sn and sampling point. 

Samples were studied with the aid of LOM and SEM. XRD was performed over a large area (40 
mm X 40 mm) of the samples by removing the layers from the cast surface to the center with an 
interval of 0.5 mm each. Specimens were etched with diluted and concentrated Nital solution 
(H2O=237 ml, HNO3 = 6ml, H2SO4 = 6 ml). The etchant seems to attack the tin-rich area of the 
samples and makes the primary dendritic structure quite visible. 

3.2.3 Centerline temperature measurements 

Temperature at the center line of the casting was measured by inserting a K-type Inconel coated 
thermocouple. The melt pouring temperature for the casting is in the range of 1130-1140K. For 
this temperature range the thermocouple can stay almost 1 min before dissolving into the melt. Due 
to the high cooling rates in thin strip casting, the thermocouple is exposed to high temperature for 
less than 30 seconds. The thermocouple is certified according to the EN10204 3.1b and has an 
accuracy of ± 1.5 %.  
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In order to make sure that the measuring tip of the thermocouple travels at the same speed as the 
casting and that the measurement starts at the entrance into the mold, the thermocouple was bent 
at 0.5 m from the tip. The bent tip was stuck into the mushy zone and the casting started pulling 
the thermocouple into the sump as shown in Figure 14. The thermocouple’s bent parts were twisted 
around each other, in order to keep the tip from moving with the turbulence of the melt and to 
obtain the stable temperature profile at the center of the casting strand. The measurements were 
taken at the middle and corner along the width of the casting for different casting speeds. 
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Figure 14 – Temperature measurement during thin strip continuous casting. 

3.3 Modelling 

3.3.1 Model Description – Heat Transfer 

Consider a steady state two-dimensional (2D) problem, as shown in Figure 15, in which an alloy 
melt at temperature Tcast, which is greater than or equal to the liquidus temperature, Tliq, enters a 
mold region at z = 0. Mush begins to form at the inner mold surface at z = zliq when the temperature 
reaches Tliq, whereas complete solidification occurs at z = zsol, where zsol > zliq, when the 
temperature reaches the solidus temperature, Tsol; on the centerline at y = W/2, mush begins to form 
at z = zl, mid and complete solidification occurs at z = zs, mid. Heat transfer in the solid, liquid and 
mush regions is expressed through 

 

 

(5) 

where k and cp denote the thermal conductivity and specific heat of the mixture, respectively. χ 
(T) is the liquid fraction which varies between 1 to 0 from Tliq to Tsol. 
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In equation (5), ρ denotes the density, which we shall assume to the same for both solid and liquid 
phases, ΔHf denotes the latent heat of fusion and Vcast denotes the casting speed. The functional 
form of χ (T) depends upon diffusion of the elements in the solid phase. For equilibrium 
solidification where the diffusion of the solute in solid is considered infinite, the lever rule provides 
a good agreement whilst for the non-equilibrium solidification where the diffusion of the solute 
atoms is negligible is solid phase, Scheil’s equation could be useful. However, for the case of 
multicomponent system, where the situation lies in between the two extreme cases, an analytical 
empirical relation based upon the experimental observation better describes a complex system. One 
possible form is  

 
 

(6) 

There are two boundary conditions at the vertical walls of the solution domain shown in Figure 15. 

The first boundary condition is expressed as  

 � ≥ 0, ! = 0: − $ %&
%! = ℎ�& − &((, (7) 

where h is the heat transfer coefficient in W/m2.K, which could be a function of mold length (z) or 
time (t) and T00 is the ambient temperature. The other boundary condition is the axis of symmetry 
at the centerline of the cast: 

 � ≥ 0, ! = )
2 : − $ %&

%! = 0 (8) 
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Figure 15 - Schematic of the vertical thin strip continuous casting. 
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At the inlet and outlet boundaries, the conditions are: 

 & = &����    *� � = 0 (9) 

 
%&
%� = 0    *� � = + (10) 

In describing the above model, we have considered the following assumptions: 

1. The shrinkage driven interdendritic liquid velocity does not contribute at the leading order for 
the energy balance. 

2. There is no pore formation during the solidification. 
3. The physical properties are independent of the temperature but depends upon the phases. 

The value of the shrinkage coefficient is normally small (2 to 12%). This interdendritic shrinkage, 
although the main reason to give rise an additional component of the velocity field, does not 
contribute to the heat transfer at the leading order. However, from the analysis of the 
macrosegregation in Supplement 7, one will notice that the higher order contributions from the 
solute, mass, and momentum balance are more important. 

The physical properties of the mixture depends upon the fraction of the relative phases and the 
absolute value of the property for the particular phase and can be describe by the following relation: 

 ∅ = -∅� + �1 − -∅� (11) 

where ∅ represents the mixture property, while ∅� and ∅/ represent the properties of the liquid and 
solid phases, respectively.  

3.3.2 Formulations 

There are multiple approaches to solve the imposed problem. However, the selection of the 
appropriate method depends upon the required outputs from the model and the use of the model 
results as an input for further modelling. 

Full equations (formulation A) 

One of the most used approaches is to define the complete problem with equation (5) while 
implementing the boundary conditions (7) - (10). The initial condition is normally chosen as the 
inlet temperature of the melt. Such methods required extensive computational resources and time 
while the resolution of the thermal gradients especially at the phase change and physical boundaries 
is compromised and inappropriate for further processing, such as to calculate thermal stresses. 

Reduced equations: non-sharp-interface formulation (formulation B) 

Typically, a cast solidifies around a thickness of 15 mm at the exit of the mold. Each side of the 
bloom or a slab until that level represents the casting of a thin plate for relatively bigger cross 
section steel blooms and slabs. In the case of thin strip casting, however, the casting solidifies 
completely in the mold, but still the total thickness of the strand is much smaller than the other 
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dimensions. Hence, the solidified section of the cast inside the mold of a continuous caster is 
slender. In such a scenario, we can expect %0 %0!⁄ ≫ %0 %0�⁄ . Hence, equation (5) can be further 
reduced to 

 
 

(12) 

Since the higher order derivatives are neglected in the z-direction, the z variable can be treated as 
a time-like variable. Thus, equation (12) can be solved as one-dimensional time-dependent 
problem. The only motion considered in the vertical direction is the bulk motion of the material, 
with liquid and solid phases moving with the casting speed. Hence, z = Vcast.t, where t represent 
the time. In mathematical terms, equation (12) is parabolic while the original equation (5) was 
elliptic. Thus, the reduced model does not required any conditions at the outlet of the casting. 

Reduced equations: sharp-interface formulation (formulation C) 

This approach utilizes the reduced formulation B, but differentiates between the solid, liquid and 
mush regions. 

In the solid, 0 ≤ ! ≤ !� 

 
 

(13) 

In the liquid, !� ≤ ! ≤ ) 2⁄  

 
 

(14) 

In the mush, !� ≤ ! ≤ !� 

 
 

(15) 

In addition to boundary conditions (7) and (8), this formulation requires interface conditions at ! =
!��� and ! = !��� which ensure the continuity of the temperature and heat flux at the solidus and 
liquidus interfaces. These are 

 

 

(16) 

3.3.3 Numerical implementation 

As regards the actual numerical solution of the governing equations, all three formulations were 
implemented in the finite-element software Comsol Multiphysics. Formulation A was implemented 
by defining a modelling domain corresponding to the mold length and half thickness of the casting. 
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A stationary solver was used with the required tolerances. The optimum tolerances were found by 
analyzing the effect of reduced tolerance on the shifts in the solution. The discontinuous behavior 
of 4-�& 4&⁄  at the interfaces causes convergence problems and needed some artificial smoothing. 
The most appropriate smoothing function was found to be “step” function which can smoothen an 
abrupt change in a variable over a defined interval of the dependent variable. Figure 16 shows the 
derivative of the liquid fraction with respect to the temperature for the case of lever rule is smoothed 
over an interval of 0.5 K. The smoothening results in a small change in the heat released during 
solidification, which corresponds to a net area change as compared to the unsmoothed curve. 
However, without implementing the smoothening, the program will run into the convergence 
problems.  

For formulation A, linear quadrilateral elements were used on uniform mapped meshes having 
around 130000 elements, corresponding to around the same number of degrees of freedom. The 
convergence criterion applied was 

 
 

(17) 

where 56789  is the number of degrees of freedom, :; is the estimated error in the latest 

approximation to the <�= component of the true solution vector and > = 10�?; lower values of > 
were also tried, but the results were practically indistinguishable. 

 

Figure 16 - Step function to smooth the discontinuous derivative of the liquid fraction with respect to 
temperature. 

 For the numerical solution of formulations B and C, the 1D transient mode of Comsol Multiphysics 
was used, with z as the time-like variable; once again, second-order elements were employed. For 
these formulations, computations were carried out using meshes consisting of several hundred 
elements - 704 and 960 for B and C, respectively. The convergence criterion at each time-like step 
was taken as 
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(18) 

where �@; is the solution vector corresponding to the solution at each time step, A; is the absolute 
tolerance for the <�= degree of freedom, and R is the relative tolerance; for the computations, B =
10�0, A; = 10�C for < = 1, … , 56788 , for f=B,C, with 5678E = 1409, 5678H = 5200, although note 

that the value for 5678H  is the maximal value, which is for the region where solid, liquid and mush 

phases are simultaneously present. For all formulations, it is possible to obtain converged solutions 
using coarser meshes than those indicated above; however, those given above ensure mesh 
independence and that the results of the formulations agree well with each other. Moreover, 
although giving nominally converged solutions, the use of coarser meshes does result in drawbacks: 
for formulations A and B, the gradients that are computed will contain oscillations that arise as a 
result of the discontinuity in 4χ 4&⁄ ; for formulation C, the singularities that turn out to be present 
in !�K  and !�K  at � = ��,�;6 and � = ��,�;6, respectively, cause numerical difficulties as !� and !� 
approach W/2. 

Formulation C needs more programming effort to implement. The complexity increases with the 
increase in the number of regions solved for simultaneously. The region where liquid, mush and 
solid exist together required a solution of three partial differential equations with additional global 
conditions at the interfaces simultaneously. Since it is desirable to resolve the locations of 
liquid/mush and mush/solid interface, the obvious approach is to use a sequence of Landau-type 
transformations, which immobilize the solidus and liquidus boundaries, and thereby map the 
regions in Figure 15 onto those in Figure 17. 

 

Figure 17 - Computational domain in (η, Z) variables 

In the Figure 17, η represent the Landau-type variable in space and Z is the non-dimensionalised z-
variable which is treated as time-like variable in formulations B and C.  The subscripts for the 
dimensional and non-dimensional variables represent the same positions as marked in Figure 15.  
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The model domains consist of three linear segments where each correspond to liquid, mush and 
solid regions separately as shown in Figure 18. A fixed point at the intersection of the liquid/mush 
segment and mush/solid segment corresponds to the liquidus and solidus fronts respectively.     

 

Figure 18 - Model domain for formulation C. 

3.3.4 Model Description - Macrosegregation 

The model description for the macrosegregation is similar to earlier work done by different 
authors39,42,44. We start with the heat transfer model similar to the one mentioned in section 3.3.1, 
while also including the mass and momentum balance equations in order to calculate the flow of 
the interdendritic liquid driven by solidification shrinkage. The following assumptions are made in 
the formulation, in addition to the ones mentioned in section 3.3.1: 

1. The solid phase is rigid and moves downward with the casting velocity. 
2. The momentum transfer between the liquid and solid phases in the solidification interval is 

modelled by a Darcian term. The associated mushy zone permeability is isotropic and 
related to the liquid fraction by the Kozeny-Carman relation. 

3. There is no macroscopic diffusion of solute. 
4. The dispersion fluxes are set to zero. 
5. The alloy is binary. 
6. Liquidus and solidus lines in the thermodynamic phase diagram are linear. 

The fluid flow related to the macrosegregation solely depends upon the density difference of the 
solid and liquid phases.  

The perturbation in the flow is caused by the term L = � − 1, which is much smaller than 1. 

Since L ≪ 1, we expect regular asymptotic series expansions for 

 

in the form 

 

where vz and vy represent the fluid velocity complements, NO is the pressure, cl and cs are the 
composition of the solid and liquid phase respectively and T is the temperature field. Hence, the 
macrosegregation problem can be hierarchized at the leading (0) and higher order set of equations. 
The solution for the leading-order problem are similar to the one given by the heat transfer model, 
except for the composition of the final solid which need to be calculated at the macroscale. 
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However, analysis presented in Supplement 7 shows that whatever is assumed at the microscale 
to describe composition as a function of fraction liquid phase at microscale will come up at the 
macroscale at the leading order; this eliminates the need for any further extensive computation for 
the leading-order problem. 

For the higher order problem, a systematic asymptotic analysis of the steady-state two-dimensional 
mass, momentum, heat and solute conservation equations in terms of the shrinkage parameter 
indicated that the overall problem can be reduced to a hierarchy of decoupled problems; the actual 
macrosegregation of the solute can then be determined by means of one-dimensional quadrature.



 

 
 

Chapter 4    Results and discussions 

4.1 Steels – surface investigation 

4.1.1 OM-accompanying microstructure 

Typically, two types of oscillation marks were observed on the basis of the subsurface 
microstructure, namely “hooks” and “folds”, i.e. no hooks. The studied steel grades accompany 
either one or both types of marks.  

Figure 19 shows a schematic of a typically observed subsurface hook and accompanying 
microstructure. The primary region refers to the solid shell that forms earlier and provides the base 
for the meniscus to develop further as the melt enters the mold and cast strand moves out of the 
mold. Point A refers to the tip of the earlier formed shell or the extent to which the solidification 
commences along the free surface of the meniscus. The point will act as “triple-point” with solid-
melt, melt-slag and slag-solid interfaces, initially, as the liquid layer will pile upon the already 
formed solid shell.  

 

Figure 19 - Schematic of the typical observed microstructural features of a subsurface hook. 
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Point B represents the extent to which liquid flows before it solidifies over the solid shell due to 
the faster heat transfer to the mold. The observed structure in the overflow region consists of fine 
equiaxed grains. The partition line is formed by the immediate solidification of the free surface of 
the melt. The structure under the partition line is columnar as observed. The microstructure 
accompanying a fold mark is mostly a finer columnar structure. The orientation of the dendrites 
changes along the depression’s curvature. 

Figure 20 shows microstructural features of the marks observed for Incoloy 825 at the mid face of 
the bloom. Figure 20 (a) and (b) shows an overflow mark with varying hook lengths, whilst Figure 
20 (c) and (d) shows the presence of large austenitic grains precipitated under the fold depression.   

 

Figure 20 - Subsurface hooks; (a) dendritic orientation perpendicular to partition line; (b) smaller hook with 
dendritic orientation perpendicular to mold wall. Fold marks; (c) with columnar grains under depression; 
(d) with coarser equiaxed grain close to surface. (CD = Casting Direction) 

The microstructural features observed for peritectic steels are similar to those observed in austenitic 
steel grades; however, steel grade 82700 does not show the presence of any subsurface hooks. 

       

Figure 21 - Subsurface microstructure of: (a) an overflow mark in 4HSL64, (b) a fold mark in 82700. 

4.1.2 OM characteristics 

Figure 22 shows a series of micrographs for a small portion (~ 16 mm) of the studied slice taken at 
the center of the Incoloy 825 bloom. The mark denoted by 1 is a fold, while the rest of the marks, 
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including that denoted by 2, represent oscillation mark depressions with a subsurface hook 
underneath. The examination of the shown portion indicates OMs with or without an accompanying 
hook under the depression in close vicinity of each other. The measurement methods and used 
definition of the characteristic terms related to the oscillation marks are given in Figure 22. 

 

Figure 22 - As-cast strand surface with OM, micrograph in series for a portion of the slice at the center of 
the broad face for Incoloy alloy Incoloy 825 continuously cast bloom. 

4.1.2.1 Inter-mark distance- Mark pitch 

Normally, the inter-mark distance or pitch is measured from the center of one depression to the 
center of the next. In the present study, on the other hand, the mark pitch is measured from tip to 
tip of the primary solidified shell (point A in Figure 19). The reason for choosing an alternative 
definition for the mark pitch is that the mode of shell growth is considered in steps where a melt 
layer piles upon the primary solid shell, followed by the solidification until the formation of the 
next mark; this will be discussed in more detail later. 

 

Figure 23 - Statistical distribution of mark pitch for Incoloy alloy 825. 23 marks have a length greater than 
the theoretical value (15 hooks, 8 folds) and 29 marks have a pitch smaller than the theoretical value (24 
hooks, 5 folds). 

Figure 23 shows the mark pitch distribution for Incoloy 825. Each measurement is marked with the 
corresponding type of OM. The maximum number of marks were observed with a pitch of 4.0 – 
4.05 mm and 4.30 - 4.35 mm with an overall average distance of 4.29 mm. The average measured 
distance is close to the calculated distance (4.34 mm) from equation (2) whereas the measured mark 
pitches range between 3.21 mm and 5.54 mm. More marks have a lower than average pitch. 
However, marks with larger than average pitches have a higher percentage (~ 50 %) of fold marks, 
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as compared to marks having a lower than average pitch (~ 20 %). 

Figure 24 shows the mark pitch distribution for 4HSL64. The average measured pitch is 5 mm, but 
this time more marks have a higher than average pitch. The marks with a distance lesser than 
average pitch do not show any fold-type OM while the marks with pitch higher than average 
distance show a higher fraction of fold marks (~ 40%). The vertical dotted line shows the expected 
distance between the marks from equation (2). Most of the observed marks in all of the steel grades 
seem to obey equation (2). 

 

Figure 24 - Statistical distribution of mark pitch for 4HSL64. 22 marks have a pitch greater than the 
theoretical value (16 hooks, 6 folds) and 17 marks have a pitch smaller than the theoretical value (17 hooks). 

 

Figure 25 - Statistical distribution of mark pitch for 82700. All depressions shows a fold mark. 

Nevertheless, the spread of the mark pitch distribution shows that a fair number of marks form 
other than the average distance. Hence, the marks are exposed to varying conditions, such as the 
negative strip period and the direction of the mold movement, during their formation.   
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Table 8 - Comparison of the calculated and measured average pitch. 

Grade Measured pitch, lm (mm) Calculated pitch, l (mm) 

Incoloy 825 4.29 4.33 

4HSL64 5 4.5 

82700 7.97 8.2 

4.1.2.2 Mark span and depth 

The tip of the primary shell is the furthest position from the mold at which the shell solidifies, 
subsequently, overflow occurs, which has the effect of decreasing the mark depth. The tip of the 
overflow (point B in Figure 19) should be the deepest point in the depression, as the primary shell 
and overflow always acquires a positive curvature (away from the mold); thus, point B defines the 
mark depth from the cast surface. The mark span corresponds to the width of the depression at the 
surface. 

 

Figure 26 - Measured values of the mark span and the depth for Incoloy 825. 

 

Figure 27 - Measured values of the mark span and the depth for 4HSL64. 
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Figure 28 - Measured values of the mark span and the depth for 82700. 

The measured value of the mark span and the depth shows that the wider marks are also tend to be 
deeper. The mark depth seems to increase with the observed span except for the case of 4HSL64. 
The width of the depression corresponds to the negative strip period. The mark span is given by 
the distance that the mold travels during the negative strip period and can be calculated using 
equations (3) and (4).  

Table 9 - Calculated and measured mark spans. Save represents measured average mark span 

Grades tn, s ln, mm Save, mm 

Incoloy 825 0.13 1.68 1.61 

4HSL64 0.13 1.74 2.11 

82700 0.22 2.86 3.65 

4.1.3 Surface defects 

4.1.3.1 Incoloy 825 

Most of the surface defects in Incoloy 825 are found to be related to the oscillation marks. Figure 
29 shows the marks investigated towards the corner of the bloom. The darker regions reveal higher 
alloying contents. This is later verified by surface mapping of the element distribution (Figure 30). 
The elements segregate within the vicinity of the OM depression, with higher segregation in the 
overflow region as shown in Figure 29a. The primary shell shows fewer segregated areas. 
Segregation and the formation of intergranular cracks can be seen along the larger austenitic grain 
boundary in Figure 29b. Figure 29c shows a magnified view of a depression with smaller crystals 
and flow paths for the liquid which extends to the grain boundaries under the marks.  

Figure 30a shows the element map of the hook observed at the middle of the strand with negligible 
amounts of segregation. The tip of the overflow region shows segregation of Cr, Mn and Mo for a 
very small area. Almost all of the elements show positive segregation in the overflow region, except 
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for Ni, being the base metal, which shows negative segregation (38 wt-% nominal) for the marks 
close to the corner of the slab shown in Figure 29a with surface map in Figure 30b. Some channels 
with negative segregation of Ni can be observed in the micrograph and surface map, originating 
from the segregated region through which liquid has possibly flowed out.   

 

Figure 29 - Segregation under OM close to the corner of continuously cast Incoloy 825 bloom: (a) highly 
segregated overflow region with lesser segregated primary shell; (b) intergranular cracks refilled with 
segregated liquid; (c) fine grains with flow channels under a fold. 

 

Figure 30 - Microprobe measurements for elements segregation under OMs for Incoloy alloy 825 bloom 
for; (a) hook type OM with segregated overflow region; (b) OM with subsurface hook without segregation 
at the center of the bloom broad face; (c) OM with unbent hook and overflow to the tip of the hook. 
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A small Ni-rich envelop can be seen around the overflow. Cr and Mo show higher segregation but 
are uniformly distributed in the overflow region. Mn segregation is not that much pronounced in 
the overflow marks. The comparison of the overflow marks with and without segregation clearly 
reveals that the OM towards the corner of the cast strand tends to have higher alloying contents 
and lower Ni concentration. 

Figure 30c shows the element map for the fold mark with exudate at the bottom of the mark. The 
concentration of Ni increases from the overflow origin to the tip of the overflow from 40.6 wt-% 
to 42 wt-%. The composition map hence shows the possibility that the solidification has 
commenced in the controlled exudate melt opposite to the casting direction. In contrast to Figure 
30b, the OM in Figure 30c shows opposite segregation behavior. 

4.1.3.2 4HSL64 

Different types of cracks were observed in the peritectic steel grades. The cracks can be classified 
as follows:  

Segregated cracks 

The observed cracks in 4HSL64 can be further characterized as segregated and non-segregated 
cracks. Figure 31a shows cracks with fracture plane having high alloying-element segregation. The 
segregation bands are observed to cross the chunk of the dendrites and fracture the dendrites in 
longitudinal direction (Figure 31b). The primary shell cracks at around a distance of 1.5 - 2 mm 
from the chill surface. 

 

Figure 31 - a) Observed bands under OM shows segregation plan b) transverse cracking of the dendrites 
and filling of cracks with inter-dendritic liquid to form segregation bands. 

A careful metallographic investigation showed that such bands were mostly observed under the 
depression of each oscillation mark. The possible reason could be that the localized regions 
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solidified to ferrite and transformed to austenite by a peritectic reaction. In the other regions, the 
solidification starts with a primary precipitation of austenite which then transforms to ferrite. Figure 
32 shows a patch of the sample taken from the slice at the center of the strand, as shown in Figure 
12. The distance between the consecutive bands is close to the average measured pitch of the marks 
(Table 8). This shows the possibility that the formation of the bands might be related to, or 
enhanced by, the formation of OMs, probably due to a lower cooling rate in these regions. 

 

Figure 32 - Serial formation of segregation bands under OMs with inter-mark distance equal to the average 
pitch. 

 

Figure 33 - Microprobe measurements for the element mapping of the areas outlined as A1 and A2 in 
Figure 31a. 
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The average composition of the marked areas a1-a8 and the analysis for the lines L1 and L2 are 
presented in Supplement 3 which shows are the elements are segregating positively in the cracked 
area. The elemental maps show localized higher segregation regions of Mn, which could be MnS 
inclusions. The observed peaks for Cr show the possible presence of carbides. 

Non-segregated cracks 

Some of the domains are visible at the etched surface which are defined by the transverse cracks 
in steel grade 4HSL64. A magnified view of the domain is presented in Figure 34. The dendritic 
structure inside the domain is coarser and is clearly different from the surrounding, more refined, 
solidified microstructure. The domains are formed by the cracks in the primary solidified columnar 
grains. The formed cracks do not show any segregation and are different from the cracks mentioned 
earlier. These cracks were observed in the regions between and under relatively shallower 
depressions. The formation of these cracks under high cooling is very likely since the distance of 
the strand chill surface from the mold cold face is relatively smaller for the formation of the cracks. 
A refined domain-like structure suggests the possibility of the presence of multiple nucleation sites 
in the crack-formed regions. The material, due to the presence of the nucleation sites and higher 
cooling rates in the non-segregated cracked zone, might have solidified to delta ferrite primarily 
followed by the transformation to austenite, while the surrounding material solidified to austenite 
directly. 

 

Figure 34 - Formation of the surface and subsurface cracks in a domain-like structure across the primary 
dendrites. 

4.1.3.3 82700 

An externally intact oxide skin of thickness 50 to 100 µm was observed for both peritectic steel 
grades. The oxidation of the grain boundaries can be observed throughout the span for 82700. The 
thickening of the grain boundaries occurs due to the extent of the surface oxidation along and across 
the grain boundary. The oxidation layer penetrates to a greater depth in 82700 as compared to 
4HSL64 (up to 1mm). 
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Figure 35 - Grain boundary oxidation outside the OM span in 82700. Surface and subsurface oxidation with 
entrapped mold slag. 

Mold flux (slag) is entrapped in the surface oxidation layer. A layer with darker appearance can be 
observed inside the material next to the outer oxidized surface layer. The layer could have possibly 
formed by subsurface oxidation. Figure 35 shows a closer view of the surface where small oxide 
particles can be seen inside the matrix. This is some type of internal oxidation due to a faster 
diffusion of oxygen in the oxides. 

 

Figure 36 - Growth and thickening of the grain boundary oxidation at the bottom of the OM for grade 
82700. 

The grain boundaries under the depressions, however, show thick and adverse oxidation and 
formation of the cracks as shown in Figure 36. The EDX analysis for the outlined areas in Figure 
36 is presented in Supplement 2. The analysis shows the presence of Ca, F and Si and also higher 
oxygen content in the outlined area. Since Ca and F are absent in the material and present in the 
slag, the darker particles must be the entrapped mold slag drawn along the grain boundary by the 
oxidation layer.  
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Figure 13 in Supplement 2 shows the precipitation of the oxides ahead of the tip of the oxidation 
layer which is marked in Figure 36. The particle can promote the penetration of the oxide layer and 
crack formation over time at higher temperatures. The comparison of the measurements across and 
along the oxidation layer shows higher oxygen content along the layer, indicating the rapid 
transverse growth of the oxide layer. 

4.1.4 Discussion 

Based upon the observations and by combining the experimental results, mechanisms have been 
suggested for the formation of the oscillation marks with regard to the meniscus freezing. In 
sections 4.1.4.3, possible explanations for the formation of the surface defects and their relevance 
to the oscillation marks is discussed, whilst possible solutions to reduce the defects and to achieve 
uniformity in the marks are suggested.    

4.1.4.1 Oscillation mark formation with meniscus freezing 

The distance between the OMs varies strongly in spite of the fact that the measured average is close 
to the one given by equation (2). The variation and formation of the different types of OMs might 
be related to the mold movement and the overflow of the meniscus, which is based upon the criteria 
defined by the Bikerman equation and controlled by surface tension48. A suggested mechanism for 
the formation of the mark is illustrated in Figure 37.  

 

Figure 37 - Schematic description of the suggested OM formation mechanism. (a) Solidification of the 
primary shell along the free surface of the meniscus. (b) Piling up of the melt layer upon the solidified shell 
followed by the overflow at the lower part of the meniscus. Shell profile traced from experimental 
observation while the meniscus free surfaces (B1 and B2) are drawn according to the Bikerman profile. (c) 
Zoomed view of the section shown in (b) with observed hooks (thin dotted lines). 
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The outer profile of the primary solid shell in Figure 37 is traced from the experimentally observed 
OMs from the micrographic analysis, except for the thickness of the shell which is unknown a 
priori. However, for the schematic, the primary shell thickness is estimated from the aligned 
dendritic orientation which can be seen in Figure 20a. Figure 37a shows the growth of the solid 
shell along the free surface of the melt close to the mold wall, whilst Figure 37b shows the filling 
of the melt upon the previous free surface where the earlier solidified shell provides the base for 
the development of the meniscus as the cast strand moves downward. The separate shading of the 
piled melt layers is for distinction. Most of the observed hooks show a profile spread around the 
one predicted by the Bikerman’s equation (Figure 37c); thus, the free surface of melt is described 
by the Bikerman profile for the case when there is no pressure exerted by the mold movement. To 
draw the Bikerman profile, the surface tension for the material was chosen to be 1.11 N/m and the 
densities of the melt and slag were 7080 kg m-3 and 2710 kg m-3, respectively. 

The melt layer that is piled on the primary solid shell is drawn by adjusting the distance between 
the free surfaces of the meniscus according to the measured average mark pitch and the minimum 
distance of the meniscus intersecting the vertical line representing the outer cast surface. It will 
also define the average growth step of the shell during each mold cycle. This is equivalent to 
considering a stepwise growth of the shell opposite to the casting direction. Previous work done by 
Badri49 shows a cyclic increase in heat transfer coefficient during mold movement at regular 
intervals during the negative strip period. This is also in accord with the experimental observations 
of Fredriksson and Elfsberg15. 

Figure 38a, describes the stepwise development of the shell defined by the Bikerman profile. The 
solid shell (bold line) is drawn according to the average measured hook length. The position of the 
maximum observed hook and average fold marks is also shown.  

 

Figure 38 - a) Bikerman profiles, Incoloy alloy 825, σ = 1.11 N/m, ρl = 7.08 g/cm3, ρs = 2.71 g/cm3 b) 
spread of observed hooks around the equilibrium meniscus profile. 
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The distance between the tips of the average drawn solid shell to the next is close to the one given 
by equation (2), hence the validity of the Bikerman profile to describe the development of the 
meniscus and corresponding solidification of the surface with oscillation marks. However, formed 
hooks show considerable variation as seen in Figure 38b; thus, the casting conditions will cause 
the meniscus to distort from its equilibrium shape and freeze. 

The cyclic mold movement and consequent thermal and mechanical fluctuations will interrupt the 
growth and distort the shape of the meniscus. The deviation of the meniscus profile from the free 
surface profile with no external pressure (the Bikerman profile for the present case) will increase 
or decrease the curvature of the hook. The downward movement of the mold, while the meniscus 
is close to collapse, will cause the meniscus to overflow due to the mold friction at the lower part, 
while exerting a positive pressure at the top part of the meniscus. A small hatched area in Figure 
37b and c adjacent to newly formed melt layer and primary solid shell shows the possible expected 
overflow. The hatched area in matches to the observed equiaxed zone illustrated in Figure 20a and 
b. The positive pressure will cause the free surface of the meniscus to compress and increase its 
curvature at the top, followed by solidification during increased heat transfer. The free surface of 
the meniscus will be freezing partially during the filling due to reduced heat transfer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 39 - The average positions of different mark types during their formation in a mold cycle and 
measured limiting cases. 

If a mark is formed at the beginning of the negative strip period with a subsurface hook,  a mark 
with larger distance will form after the start of negative strip period and vice versa. This shows that 
a fold mark tends to form later than a hook during the mold cycle and after the start of the negative 
strip period. This argument is also supported by Figure 23 which shows that fold marks tend to 
have a greater distance from the adjacent previous mark. The crosses in Figure 39 show the limits 
of the measured mark pitches. The possibility that a mark can be formed at any position within the 
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marked limits during the mold cycle can easily be concluded from Figure 23. The average measured 
mark pitch based upon the type of the marks suggest that there is a larger possibility for a fold mark 
to form during the upward movement of the mold if the successive mark is formed late during the 
negative strip period. 
Any variation during continuous casting will be damped over a longer period due to the cyclic 
nature of the process – hence, the transition between the hook and the fold. The upward motion of 
the mold will generate negative pressures on the top free surface of the meniscus and will cause 
the unbending of the meniscus, while producing a fold mark at the bottom. Figure 40a shows the 
traced mark profile placed serially with the distance of each corresponding mark below in Figure 
40b from its previous mark. The fold OMs can be distinguished due to the absence of the subsurface 
hook. The frames show that the hook becomes smaller and straightens with the formation of each 
consecutive mark and finally disappearing with the formation of a fold mark. The distance at or 
close to the formation of fold type OMs is relatively greater. 

 

Figure 40 - The transformation of the marks from hook to no hook while; (a) marks outer contours placed 
serially; (b) the distance of the newly formed mark from previous mark (pitch). 

Figure 41 shows the change in hook length for the formation of each mark along the casting 
direction. The zero value shows the absence of a hook and the presence of a fold mark. An abrupt 
increase in hook length can be seen after each fold mark. On the other hand, the disappearance of 
the hook is not sudden. Instead, the reduction in hook length is gradual and can be seen from the 
data points in between the points with larger hook lengths and the next fold mark. The variation in 
the hook length suggests that the solidification of the free surface can occur to different extents.  

The OMs are normally accompanied by a depression, which means that the tip of the primary shell 
always reaches above the closest point of the meniscus to the mold, giving the initial curvature to 
the depression for the studied material. The continuous decrease in the length of the hooks with the 
formation of each mark suggests that it will form later and later during the negative strip period 
with less time to develop further with each mold cycle, finally reaching to the end of the negative 
strip period with a very small hook length. The next mark will form after the negative strip period 
while the mold is moving upwards, producing a fold mark instead and completing a bigger cycle.  

For the present study, there are on average 4 marks between repeated fold marks; thus, the cycle 
will consist of 6 marks. 
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Figure 41 - Change in the subsurface hook length for the series of the consecutive marks along the length 
of the cast. 

It can also be seen in Figure 37c and Figure 38b that the observed hooks which are deeper and 
longer in length are under the Bikerman profile; such hooks are the result of the downward 
movement of the mold during the negative strip period, when there is increased heat transfer and 
compression of the meniscus free surface. The hooks with smaller curvature show the opposite 
behavior. The variations of the exerted pressures due to the mold movement, since the marks are 
forming at different positions within the mold cycle and changing heat transfer, will produce a 
spread of the finally formed hooks around the Bikerman profile. Marks formed with the hook to 
the left of the Bikerman profile will be shallower than the ones formed to the right. 

 

Figure 42 - Superposition of a fold mark with receding hook. Frames (a) and (b) show fold marks without 
exudate, whilst frames (c) and (d) show fold marks with exudate. 

Figure 42 shows the fold marks (dotted line) drawn over the adjacent subsurface hook (solid line) 
which is formed earlier. The outer contours of the fold marks, marked as (a) and (b) in Figure 42, 
with an open boundary shows a very small mismatch with the previous hook. This implies that it 
is not possible to distinguish the nature (hook or no hook) of the mark while looking at the cast 
surface with the visible depressions (Figure 12). The matching outer contours of OMs with and 
without hooks suggest the possibility that the mark develops the outer curvature of the depression 
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in a similar manner. However, the fold marks with some exudate at the bottom, marked as (c) and 
(d) in Figure 42, show a larger deflection from the successive mark. The overflow tip does not 
interrupt the continuous and smooth curvature of the depression. This also shows that the overflow 
part is drawn down by the mold movement as the liquid flow under gravity will not produce a 
pointed tip and smooth depression span (Figure 20a). In the case of complete wetting between 
primary shell and the piled melt layer, where the meniscus sticks to the primary solid shell below, 
it can be stretched with the movement of the mold. This will give a smooth outer surface curvature 
to the depression, as observed in the analysis for fold and especially for overflow marks (Figs. 9 
and 10).  

4.1.4.2 Formation of depressions 

Cast from steel grade 82700 does not show subsurface hooks. One of possibility for the absence of 
hooks could be that the solidification during the negative strip period never commences along the 
free curved surface of the meniscus. The absence of a curved solid shell alters the shape of the 
developed meniscus from the one presented in Figure 37 b and c to the one shown in Figure 43a. 

The downward movement of the mold during the negative strip period will produce a depression 
and the point of the meniscus closest to the mold wall will be pressed away from the mold due to 
the infiltration of the liquid slag, as shown in Figure 43b. At the same time, the cast will move 
downward with the casting speed. This will start to define the mark span. The pressure generated 
in the flux channel is defined by the relative velocity of the mold with respect to the strand. The 
deepest point in the depression will be defined by the maximum mold velocity since the cast strand 
moves at constant velocity (Figure 43b). Following the maximum velocity, the mold velocity will 
start to decrease at the same time, reducing the depth of the depression, eventually reducing to the 
normal level of the chill surface (Figure 43c). The formed depression will keep on moving 
downward and the melt layer will be piled at the casting rate (Figure 43d).   

 

Figure 43 - Schematic description of the formation of OM at the surface of 82700. 
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Nevertheless, there exists a phase difference between the mold displacement and the corresponding 
pressure generated in the flux channels. Hence, to describe the phenomenon and the suggested 
mechanism, a quantitative model based upon the computational fluid dynamics coupled with heat 
transfer is required. 

However, in a recent attempt, a simplified model is developed in which solid shell tip is considered 
below the curved surface of the meniscus50. The shell tip is considered to move freely and behave 
like a liquid. A consequence of the model assumptions was that the gap between the mold wall and 
shell shuts during the positive strip period, while during the negative strip period the gap is defined 
by the relative velocity of the mold and the shell, while including the effect of the viscosity of the 
liquid slag. In the schematic presented in Figure 43, the shell is considered to be incoherent above 
the point meniscus starts to bent due to the surface tension. The incoherent shell does not resist any 
applied pressure due to the slag infiltration; thus, it acts like a liquid. The developed model can be 
utilized in order to estimate the mark characteristics, in particular the mark depth. 

This can be calculated from the following relation 

 ℎ = R3T8��( cos ωt − W
X�� − �8YZ [

� 0Q
 

(18) 

where h is the depth of the mark as function of time (t) and displacement along casting direction 
(z), ρs and ρf are the densities of the molten steel and flux respectively, ω is the angular velocity 
and given by 2πf, µf is viscosity of the liquid flux, and V0 is the maximum velocity of the mold and 
given by �( = 2���. 
The viscosity of the flux is a function of the temperature, however, in the model the relation is 
derived by neglecting the temperature dependence. Moreover, the model considers the steel as pure 
melt at the formation of the marks.  

Assuming that the shell tip is below the curved free surface of the meniscus, that the temperature 
above the tip along the free surface of the melt never falls below the coherence temperature during 
the negative strip period and that the flux viscosity is independent of temperature and has a value 
of 0.1 Pa.s, the calculated OM profiles, compared with experimentally observed mark profiles, are 
presented in Figure 44a and b. The mark pitch and span is calculated from equations (2) and (4), 
respectively. 

The reasonable fitting of the formed OM for 82700 as shown in Figure 44b adds validity to the 
suggested mechanism, since the depth of the depression in equation (18) is calculated by assuming 
the melt layer is free to deform during the mold movement and does not act as a solid. On the other 
hand, the corresponding result for 4HSL64 deviates considerably from the calculated height, even 
though based upon the casting parameters the mold moves faster during the casting of 4HSL64, as 
compared to 82700.  A possible reason for the shallower OM in 4HSL64 could be the resistance of 
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the curved solidified shell to the applied mold pressure during negative strip period. At the same 
time, overflow reduces the depth of the marks further. Thus, the discussed model is not valid for 
the case of overflow oscillation marks and the case where solidification commences along the 
curved surface of the meniscus. The comparison of the calculated and observed mark profiles is 
shown in Figure 44 and presented in Table 10. 

Table 10 - Maximum depth of the mark, calculated (hmax), and measured (have). Maximum mold velocity 
(V0) 

Grade hmax, µm have, µm V0, mm/s 

4HSL64 410 100 -37 

82700 336 290 -29 

The expected depth of the marks for 4HSL64 from equation (18) is large due to the high mold 
velocity, which is in turn due to the higher mold oscillation frequency. The larger stroke length for 
82700 tends to increase the mold velocity, but the influence of the difference in the strokes of the 
heats less than the difference caused by oscillation frequency.  

 

Figure 44 - Comparison of the calculated and observed as-cast chill surface with OM. a) 4HSL64 b) 82700. 
Dimensions are in mm. 

The reduced heat transfer close to meniscus in the case of 82700 could be related to the lower mold 
frequency. The heat transfer increases during the negative strip period, and hence during each mold 
cycle. Higher mold frequency tends to have more heat extraction peaks per second which will 
increase the total heat extraction of the system. Due to the curved nature of the surface as it moves 
away from the mold wall, larger heat transfer is required in order for the meniscus to solidify along 
the curved surface. Moreover, reduced frequency increases the time between consecutive negative 
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strip periods, hence providing sufficient time for the melt layer to pile up more than the collapsing 
height of the meniscus.  

4.1.4.3 Formation of surface defects 

Most of the surface defects for the case of austenitic steel grade Incoloy 825 were observed under 
the oscillation marks. On the other hand, for peritectic steel grades, the defects were found to be 
enhanced by the formation of oscillation marks, but were not limited to their vicinity. In the case 
of peritectic steels, strain caused by peritectic reaction/transformation causes surface and 
subsurface cracks.  Hence, the surface defects can be categorized as those related to the formation 
of oscillation marks and those caused by peritectic reaction/transformation. 

OM-related defects 

Figure 29 shows the formation of the cracks under fold marks, which indicate that the upward 
movement of the mold causes tensile stresses at the strand surface. The cracks at the bottom of the 
marks will lead to the leakage of the interdendritic liquid through the solid shell. Equiaxed crystals 
are formed in the overflow region due to crystal multiplication of the growing crystals when liquid 
is drawn downward at the same time as it is cooled by the mold and partly solidifies. The difference 
in segregation picture for the hooks and fold marks, as discussed in section 4.1.3 and presented in 
Figure 30, is also a result of the mold movement in relation to the overflow. The segregation under 
hook-type OMs is the result of the downward movement of the mold during the occurrence of 
overflow, as the positive pressure will press the liquid between the fine equiaxed crystals. The 
segregation in the fold marks is the result of the mold’s upward movement, when overflow occurs 
and tensile stresses will open up the channels for the segregated liquid to flow towards the strand 
surface. 

Strain during peritectic reaction and transformations 

The two different types of cracks, segregated and non-segregated shown in section 4.1.3, are a 
result of the peritectic reaction/transformation. The solidification of the two steels starts with a 
primary precipitation of ferrite, followed by peritectic reactions, resulting in austenite. Some liquid 
might remain, depending on the composition of the steel grades. The ferrite has a lower density 
than austenite and this results in phase transformation strains and stresses during the peritectic 
reaction/transformation. The microstructure in the two cases suggest that the peritectic 
reaction/transformation occurs in a diffusion less manner.  This type of transformation is very 
common and has been discussed and presented in a series of investigations by Fredriksson23. The 
transformation occurs by the growth of a front which is controlled by the strain relaxation. 

The strain due to the peritectic reaction/transformation has been calculated by the heat transfer 
model described in section 3.3.1 (formulation C), combined with equation (19); 

 >]= = 1
3 � ^ %�_

%� 4�`a

b̀
 (19) 
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The reaction starts at temperature Tp, whereas Yp shows the position of the peritectic front in the 
mold. Yf is the position at which peritectic transformation finishes and �_  represents the fraction of 
austenite resulting from ferrite due to the peritectic transformation.  

The positions of the calculated fronts for the early stage of the solidification are given in Figure 
45. The transformation is normally described by the diffusion of the alloying elements. For a 
multicomponent system, a more complex diffusion model has to be considered in order to describe 
the transformation, since the transformation is not controlled by carbon diffusion alone for the case 
of 4HSL64 which has Ni and Cr34,23. In order to simplify the problem, the relation given earlier in 
equation (6) is utilized to describe the solid state transformation as well. 

 

Figure 45 - Calculated position of different fronts during the peritectic solidification of 4HSL64 

The calculation presented in Figure 45 for 4HSL64 shows that the transformation finishes much 
earlier than the final solidification. Some of the liquid is left after the ferrite to austenite 
transformation. This will reduce the mechanical strains in the system without affecting the phase 
transformation strain that occurs over the ferrite/austenite interface. This will also reduce the 
stresses that develop in the shell due to the larger incoherent region during the peritectic 
transformation. The strain at the interface can cause the nucleation of the cracks which can grow 
once the shell attains coherency. 

Hot ductility tests performed by Hansson32 on a steel with the same composition as that of 4HSL64 
show that the material is very brittle in the peritectic transformation range. A small amount of strain 
can result in the formation of cracks, since the material does not attain any ductility unless it is 
below the solidus temperature. In the present analysis, however, the crack is deemed to have formed 
when the total strain exceeds 0.2 %. The calculated position of the front in the cast which is 
sensitive to the crack formation is shown in Figure 45. Figure 46 shows the calculated strain as a 
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function of temperature at the chill surface of the strand and shows the possibility for the formation 
of the crack.   

Lower C and higher Si content in grade 82700 suggest that it has solidified mostly or completely 
to ferrite before the start of peritectic reaction, following the solid state transformation without the 
presence of the liquid film in between the ferrite grains.   

 

 Figure 46 - Computed strain due to peritectic reaction/transformation at the chill surface of 4HSL64. 

The strain will be relatively large as shown by the simulation results and the steels are very 
susceptible to crack formation at higher temperatures. Cracks are formed preferentially at the grain 
boundaries. Steel grade 4HSL64 has lower Si and higher C and Ni content than 82700. Due to 
alloying contents, some liquid will be left when all the ferrite has transformed to austenite as can 
be seen from Figure 45. The liquid film will avoid the formation of intergranular cracks. However, 
the boundaries between ferrite and austenite grains or the phase boundary ferrite/austenite are 
highly susceptible to cracks due to phase change strain. The cracks formed as a result of the phase 
change strain for 4HSL64 can be filled with the remaining liquid left after the ferrite to austenite 
transformation. The composition of the liquid will be given by the austenite/liquid equilibrium line. 
The microprobe measurement shows the positive segregation of the elements at the fracture plane 
which shows that the cracks are filled with the enriched liquid during the solidification. A possible 
reason for the formation of segregated cracks under oscillation mark depressions could be the 
increased heat transfer especially during the negative strip period49. The increased heat transfer can 
promote the growth rate of the transformation and results in additional stresses in the material. 

The non-segregated cracks in 4HSL64 are observed for the regions closer to the hot face of the 
mold, and shown in Figure 34 is the result of the alternative precipitation of the austenite and delta-
ferrite phases. The driving force for the crack formation is, however, still the volume change due 
to the density difference between ferrite and austenite. The ferrite precipitation is promoted due to 
the higher cooling rates and segregation and precipitation of the nuclei which act as nucleation 
sites. Figure 33 shows the possibility for the presence of the MnS and carbides which act as 
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nucleation sites close to the chill surface. The higher cooling rate reduces the time for the 
solidification for the interdendritic liquid and results in the formation of cracks which are not filled 
with remaining interdendritic liquid and are non-segregated.     

82700 solidified completely to ferrite before the transformation to austenite due the lower carbon 
and higher Si content, as compared to 4HSL64. Due to the purely solid state transformation, cracks 
are formed at the grain boundaries in 82700. The cracks continue to grow due to the stress-
accelerated grain boundary oxidation. The presence of the oxide particles close to the oxide layer 
shows the occurrence of the internal oxidation. This is a consequence of a very high diffusion rate 
of oxygen in the oxides and results in self-propagation of the crack. The diffusion rate of oxygen 
is increased due to the composition of the oxides. The oxidized brittle material is prone to cracking 
due to the thermal stresses that result from the continuous cooling of the material. The progressive 
cracked surface will be oxidized to a further extent, as shown in Figure 36. 
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4.2 Phosphor bronzes – surface investigation 

4.2.1 Surface exudation 

The surface of the bronzes is observed as bright and dark regions due to the exudation of the 
interdendritic liquid at the cast surface. Figure 47 shows the observed localized segregated patch 
at the surface of the casting during trials. The patches are observed at a regular intervals a certain 
distance apart from each other. As observed, with the increase in the intensity and frequency of 
such patches, a breakout eventually occurs.    

 

Figure 47 - Bright localized areas observed at the surface of the bronze during casting. 

The patches appear as bright areas with the presence of the darker edges. Figure 48 presents the 
micrographs taken at the chill surface area with the presence of the segregated patch as shown in 
Figure 47. Bright and dark areas are marked in Figure 48a. The dark areas have a large fraction of 
porosity and a very rough surface. Figure 48b & c shows a magnified view of a dark area. Most of 
the tin-rich liquid forms a thin film at the tips of rough surface edges. This thin film can cause a 
temperature gradient in the casting due to thermal conductivity difference of tin and copper. 

Figure 48d & e shows the magnified views of the areas with exudate at the surface. The white area 
shows fewer voids and a large fraction of the area is smooth. In white areas, multiple small patches 
with segregated tin were observed. The bright appearance of the surface is the result of the 
spreading of the tin-rich liquid at the cast surface, which also tends to smoothen the surface. This 
also shows the possibility of uneven heat extraction from the chill surface with exudate patches 
during casting, which can result in additional thermal stress due the temperature gradients and 
causes the casting to crack. In order to achieve a stable casting, a uniform cast surface is desired.  

 

Figure 48 - Micrographs taken at the cast surface with the presence of the exudate layer for Cu2Sn. 
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The exudation of the liquid towards the surface increases with the increase in Sn content. Alloys 
up to a tin content of 1.88 wt-% do not seem to cause much trouble during casting. A segregated 
layer seems to form at the chill surface; however, segregated liquid distributes uniformly at the 
rough edges of the surface (Figure 49). 

 

Figure 49 - Formation of segregated layer at the chill surface of Cu2Sn. 

Secondary phases starts to precipitate in the exudate layer and at the chill surface next to the exudate 
layer with a further increase in the tin content. Figure 50a shows the voids which are possibly 
created by the drainage of the tin-rich liquid. Such voids created will make the surface appear as a 
dark region with a rough chill surface. Figure 50b shows the precipitation of the tin-rich phases in 
alloy Cu5Sn at the grain boundaries, which then grow inside the grains.  

  

Figure 50 - Precipitation of the secondary phases close to the chill surface of: a) Cu4Sn b) Cu5Sn. 

Composition analysis of the precipitated particles shown in Figure 50b is presented in Figure 51. 
The peritectic reaction/transformation in Cu-Sn system occurs at 22 wt % Sn. However, the further 
precipitation of γ-phase by a second peritectic reaction occurs at around 27.22 wt % Sn. The 
measured fraction of the tin contents in the particles shows the possible precipitation of the β-phase 
(25.01 wt. %) at the grain boundaries, followed by the growth inside the grain by peritectic 
transformation.  
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Figure 51 - Composition analysis of the precipitated tin-rich particle at the surface of Cu5Sn. 

4.2.2 Subsurface segregation channels 

The surface segregation and the formation of an external tin-rich layer is found to be caused by the 
exudation of the tin-rich liquid through the channels formed along the grain boundaries underneath 
the surface (Figure 52a). The segregated layer can be distinguished due to the light coloration. 
Figure 52b shows a magnified view of the area outlined in Figure 52a. Multiple channels can be 
seen erupting at the chill surface. The channels will allow the enriched liquid to pass through and 
spread out over the chill surface. 

The surface segregation which extends as subsurface segregation will appear as the segregated 
patch shown in Figure 47. The formation of the channels that will lead the enriched liquid out of 
the solid shell appears as the localized small highly segregated areas shown in Figure 48e.   

       

Figure 52 - a) Formation of tin-rich flow channels along the grain boundaries; b) Magnified view of the 
flow channels leading the liquid to the cast surface. 

4.2.3 Composition analysis 

The measurement of the composition profile for the exudate layer for Cu6Sn shows an abrupt 
change at the visible interface between the exudate layer and the strand, as shown in Figure 53. 
The cast thickness then follows the normally understood inverse segregation pattern.   
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Figure 53 - Composition analysis and SEM image of the exudate Sn rich layer, Cu6Sn 

One of the possible reasons for the formation of the segregated layer close to the chill surface is 
the inverse segregation. Figure 54 shows the measured segregation profile of Cu8Sn across the 
thickness of the cast as described in section 3.2.2. The measurements confirm the presence of the 
enriched layer as shown in Figure 52a. The dip in the measured profile at around 40% to 50 % of 
the cast thickness might be related to a change in the cooling condition or the formation of an air 
gap. The segregation profile for the casting performed at higher rate shows more homogenized 
composition across the thickness. Casting speed, however, does not seems to effect the surface 
segregation. 

 

Figure 54 - Measured segregated profile across the thickness of the cast. Vcast is the casting speed. 
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4.2.4 Corner effect 

The temperature of the casting during solidification is measured by inserting thermocouples 
through the nozzles at the center and towards the corner of the strand. A detailed description of the 
measurement method is given in section 3.2.3. 

 

Figure 55 - Temperature measurements during plant trials for Cu8Sn at Vcast. 

Figure 55 shows that the corner of the casting is cooled down faster than the mid-section. The 
corner of the casting solidify completely before the mid of the casting. This also implies that the 
solidification front will be of curved shape with maximum depth of the liquid pool at the center 
while the liquid pool depth decreases toward the corner of the strand. A similar pattern of the 
exudate shown in Figure 47 is observed which shows the possibility that the exudation is related 
to the cooling rate. 

 

Figure 56 - Severe segregation towards the corner of the strand. 

The white marks appeared at the corner of the casting shown in Figure 56 might be the consequence 
of the faster cooling rate. It also shows that the effect of the faster cooling will result in the leakage 
of the more tin rich liquid. 
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4.2.5 Discussion 

The exudation of the liquid at the chill surface is normally associated with the metallostatic head 
which is considered as the driving force for the phenomenon39. However the results presented here 
highlight the possible role of the cooling rate and consequent effects on the resulting exudation 
during casting. The state of stresses and strains developed in the solidifying shell during continuous 
casting inside the mold are defined by the cooling rate. A higher cooling rate can result in the 
development of the high stresses during the early stage of the solidification while the chill surface 
of the strand is in contact with the mold wall. In addition to the cooling rate, the composition of the 
alloy defines the length of the two-phase region in contact with the mold wall. 

The thermal stress at the surface of the strand is normally compressive as has been shown 
previously.27 The negative thermal stresses will give rise to shrinkage for the interdendritic liquid. 
The incompressible interdendritic liquid will be forced towards the surface of the cast. The liquid 
that flows under the influence of the thermal stress will be enriched due to the solidification- and 
shrinkage-driven flow. The contact between mold wall and cast will hold the pressure. Another 
consideration is whether the thickness of the exudate layer will be of the same magnitude as that 
of the width of the air gap38. However, the phenomena need more careful modelling and validation 
with the experimental results.  

 

Figure 57 - Thermal stress along the thickness of the strand at different mold levels. 

The thermal stress becomes negative immediately after the start of the solidification as shown in 
Figure 57. The maximum metallostatic pressure occurs at the maximum liquid pool depth. Even 
for the case in which the casting solidifies at the bottom of the mold, the maximum pressure is 
comparatively small. Normally a mold length varies between 0.5-1 m. For a mold length of 1 m 
maximum metallostatic pressure is given by ~ 89 kPa. From Figure 57 it is evident that the stresses 
at the surface have much higher magnitude than the metallostatic head. For the initial thickness 
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however, the magnitude for the applied pressure and stresses are comparable. The thermal stresses 
start to dominate before the casting is completely solid close to the mold wall. 

The increase in the casting speed increases the liquid pool depth for the similar mold cooling 
conditions. This will be later verified by the experimental and simulated results in section 4.3. 
Hence, with the increase in speed, the cooling rate decreases. The decrease in cooling rate will 
result in slower development of the stresses and eventually lesser strain rates. The reduced strain 
rate will cause the enriched liquid to distribute uniformly over the surface instead of segregating in 
patches as shown in Figure 47. This will also avoid the excessive thermal stress along the strand 
due to the varied thermal conductivity as a result of the presence of the tin-rich liquid over a certain 
area of the strand. Hence, in order to achieve a stable casting and to avoid the excessive thermal 
stress in the strand, the parameters that controls the liquid pool depth, such as casting speed and 
mold cooling, should be controlled in such a way as to achieve a larger liquid pool depth. Figure 
58 shows the surface of the cast photographed during the trials. The surface seems to be more 
homogenized and has a more whitish appearance with the increase in the casting speed. 

           

Figure 58 - Cast surface photographed during trials with casting speed; a) Vcast b) 1.15 X Vcast c) 1.3 X Vcast. 

  

a b c 
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4.3 Comparison of developed numerical formulations 

Different formulations described in section 3.3.2, were implemented and compared with each other. 
As a basis for computations, the geometry and operating conditions given in supplement 6 are used, 
which are based around the continuous casting of copper-tin (Cu-Sn) alloys; correspond to Cu-
4%Sn. Also, we choose &(�c of the same form as used earlier51. 

In addition, for	- � -�& , we use the profile given by equation 20, 

 

 

(20) 

 

Figure 59 - Centerline temperature, as computed in formulations A-C 

 

Figure 60 - yl and ys vs. z, as computed by formulation C 
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Figure 59 shows the centerline temperature for the three formulations. As is evident there is very 
good agreement, indicating that the asymptotic reduction, from A to B and C, is valid. 

Figure 60 show !� and !� as computed using formulation C. This is the only formulation that is 
able to compute the locations of the solidus and liquidus isotherms explicitly; for the other two 
formulations, these isotherms would have to be interpolated from the computed temperature 
solution by identifying where & = &�;d and & = &�7� (Figure 61). 

 

Figure 61 - Positions of the Tliq and Tsol isotherms calculated by formulation A. 

The model was also implemented in order to compare the experimentally measured centerline 
temperatures for the case of Cu8Sn alloy during the plant trials. The temperature was computed 
using formulation C while - = -�& is defined by equation (6).  

  

Figure 62 - Centerline temperature of the strand during the casting. Experimental - Solid line, Simulated - 
Dashed line. Vcast = Normal casting speed. 
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Figure 62 shows that the depth of the liquid pool increases with the increase in casting speed. The 
casting leaves the mold at relatively higher temperature at increased speed. 

4.4 Computed macrosegregation profile 

In order to demonstrate the application and to calculate the macrosegregation profile, prescribed 
function are used to describe the positions of fronts and liquid fraction in space. A detailed 
description is presented in Supplement 7, however, here we present a calculated macrosegregation 
profile in Figure 63. In Figure 63, P�∗ presents the change in concentration in the initial 
concentration of liquid caused by the shrinkage driven flow, while Y is the non-dimensionalised 
cast thickness. c0 represents the initial concentration of the liquid. 

 

Figure 63 Concentration change caused by the shrinkage driven flow along cast thickness. 

The functional form to define the position of fronts and distribution of the liquid fraction is selected, 
so that the gradients contribute to macrosegregation have the same directions. Hence an increase 
in concentration close to the surface shown in Figure 63, which correspond to inverse segregation, 
will also be observed for the case where a temperature profile will be computed with a different 
functional form of liquid fraction as function of temperature such as in Figure 61. The negative 
segregation close to the center of the casting is to balance the solute. The integral of P�∗ over the 
cast thickness will reduce to zero, hence to ensure the solute conservation. 

  



 

 
 

Chapter 5    Concluding remarks 

5.1 Conclusions 

Thus, surfaces produce during continuous casting are highly prone to the formation of the defects, 
difficult to understand due to the complex interaction of the moving mold and the strand and vitally 
important to define the quality and stability of the casting. The work presented here clearly indicate 
that the choice of the casting parameters especially related to the mold part of the caster are largely 
influenced and defined by the surface behavior of the cast. A change in alloying contents under 
similar casting setup can lead towards the complete failure of the process. Hence, the cast surface 
interaction with the mold limits the scope of the alloys possible to cast. 

As of the continuous casting of steels is concern, most of the surface defects are found to be related 
to the formation of the oscillation marks and due to the occurrence of the peritectic 
reaction/transformation. However, the reasons behind the formation of the surface related defects 
differs for different steel grades. 

In case of Incoloy alloy 825, which solidifies to austenite primarily, surface defects were found to 
be related to the formation of oscillation marks, since most of these defects were present under the 
oscillation mark depressions. A new mechanism is suggested which, unlike the existed 
explanations for the formation of oscillation marks, takes into account the direction of the mold 
movement, development of the meniscus and their interaction together at the time of the formation 
of the oscillation mark. The current study shows that the unsynchronized mold movement and 
development of the meniscus causes discrepancies in the characteristics of OMs. The deviations 
are the result of the overlapping of the cyclic variations in the exerted pressure on the free surface 
of meniscus, and increased heat transfer during mold cycle, due to the mold movement. The 
outcome could be to compromise the cast surface quality with the presence of different types of 
OMs, deeper marks, crack formation and microsegregation, leading to the ultimate failure of the 
material. In light of the present study, it is suggested that a decrease in mold oscillation frequency 
will synchronize the mold motion to the development of the meniscus, leading to OMs that are 
more uniform relative to each other. The decreased frequency will increase the mark pitch, 
providing more time for the meniscus to develop and will probably result in more overflow marks 
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and a better surface quality. Moreover, the segregation behavior of OMs is strongly dependent 
upon the surface cooling conditions and causes a variation across the width of the strand. In order 
to fully understand the behavior of the OMs, the cast strand should be investigated thoroughly, as 
done in Supplement 1. 

Supplement 2, investigates the cast surfaces of the peritectic steels grades. The strain caused by 
the peritectic reaction/transformation is found to be dominant to make the cast surface susceptible 
to cracking instead of the formation of the oscillation marks. However, the severity of the defects 
could be enhanced due to the localized fluctuations in the heat transfer during the formation of the 
oscillation marks. Steel composition plays an important role in defining the type of the crack. Based 
upon the remaining volume fraction of the liquid after the peritectic reaction/transformation, inter- 
or intra-granular cracks can be formed. The oxidation of the surface can promote the crack growth 
and causes the crack to thicken and the possible embrittlement of the surrounding material due to 
the precipitation of the oxides.  

In light of the present study, the surface defects can be summarized for different steel grades 
according to the Table 11, 

Table 11 - Summary of the observed defects related to the steels grads. 

Grades OM type 
Cracks 

Cracks under 
OM 

Segregation at 
OM bottom 

Role of OM on 
crack formation Surface Subsurface 

Incoloy 825 Hook/fold Transverse -- Bloom Corner High Corner 

4HSL64 Hook/fold Transverse Longitudinal Yes Low Severe 

82700 Fold Transverse -- Few Low No 

The statistical analysis performed by tracing the profiles of the observed marks for the studied steel 
grades, it is evident that on average oscillation marks can be describe by a simple relation such as 
equation (2) and (4). However, in order to estimate the depth of the mark, a more detailed numerical 
model and simulation is required. The depth of the mark found to be dependent upon the type the 
mark. A hook type mark, where a curved shell is formed due to the freezing of the meniscus, a 
shallower mark tends to form as shown in Supplement 3. 

Oscillations marks are not always found to be harmful. This is observed during the investigation 
of the surface of the continuously cast phosphor bronzes. However, the formation of the exudation 
layer is found to be responsible to cause breakout during continuous casting of phosphor bronzes. 

In the current study the possible role of thermal stress on the exudation has been investigated. The 
thermal stresses at the surface become negative for the initial stage of the solidification. As compare 
to thermal stresses, the metallostatic head is smaller for the case of continuous casting as shown in 
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Supplement 4. In order to completely understand the flow of the solute rich liquid towards the cast 
surface, the effect of thermal stresses has to be incorporated in addition to the shrinkage driven 
flow.  

The sharp exudate/strand interface could be the consequence of the trigger point defined by the 
thermal stresses. The increase in casting speed also increases the liquid pool depth and reduces the 
thermal gradients and cooling rates. The effects can be seen over the chilled surface as the exudate 
layer spread all over the surface rather producing a highly concentrated localized areas. The 
segregation profile also response to the cooling conditions and shifts toward the more homogenized 
distribution. 

The work presented here also approaches towards the simplification of the complex numerical 
problems which describes the fluid flows and relevant concentration distributions. In Supplement 
5, a methodology is developed to formulate the heat transfer during solidification, which can also 
resolve the liquidus and solidus interfaces. It is shown that this can be achieved by the combined 
use of asymptotic techniques and multiple Landau-type transformations. This approach is then 
implemented in Supplement 6. 

In Supplement 6, three different formulations were considered for computing the temperature field 
in a model for the continuous casting of alloys: a full model (A), and two reduced models that 
neglected heat conduction in the casting direction (B and C). For one of the reduced models (C), a 
sharp-interface formulation was developed according to the approach described in Supplement 5. 
A comparison of the three approaches shows that neglecting the conduction in the longer direction 
of the casting does not affect the final solution considerable. Normally this fact is taken as granted, 
however, this work provides some concrete basis for future. Moreover, the discontinuity in the 
4- 4&⁄ , which occurs at the phase change interfaces, is avoided which provides stable temperature 
gradients which can be used as the basis for further computation such as for the calculation of the 
inverse segregation presented in Supplement 7. 

In Supplement 7, an asymptotic framework has developed for macrosegregation driven by 
solidification shrinkage in continuous casting. Systematic asymptotic analysis of the steady-state 
two-dimensional mass, momentum, heat and solute conservation equations in terms of the 
shrinkage parameter indicated that the overall problem can be reduced to a hierarchy of decoupled 
problems; the actual macrosegregation of the solute can then be determined by means of one-
dimensional quadrature. Most surprising was the rather complex asymptotic structure of the 
shrinkage velocity. This structure appears not to have turned up in full CFD computations. 

The sharp interface resolution approach developed in Supplement 6 is found to be very helpful in 
order to implement the developed framework tin Supplement 7 to the heat transfer problem. Since, 
the integration limits are defined by the solidus and liquidus interfaces and starting points for the 
formation of the boundaries are explicitly required to compute shrinkage driven velocities. A full 
2-D problem ran into convergence problem, possibly, due to the computed unstable profile 
for 4- 4&⁄ .  
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5.2 Future Work 

1. Development and implementation of the mathematical model which includes the overflow of 
the liquid during the formation of the oscillation marks. 

2. Experimental parametric study with varying casting conditions. 
3. Computing the flow of inter-dendritic liquid driven by thermal strains. 
4. Coupling of shrinkage and thermal strain driven flow. 
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